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Forward Looking Statement 

This Climate Change Action Program Part 1, prepared solely for the Company’s operations 

in the District of Columbia, contains forward-looking statements, which are subject to the 

inherent uncertainties in predicting future results and conditions. Such statements are 

based on our current expectations as of the date we filed this business plan, and we do not 

undertake to update or revise such forward-looking statements, except as may be required 

by law. Statements contained in this business plan concerning expectations, beliefs, plans, 

objectives, goals, strategies, expenditures, recovery of expenditures, future environmental 

matters, regulatory and legislative proposals, future events or performance and underlying 

assumptions and other statements that are other than statements of historical fact are 

“forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking statements are based on management’s 

beliefs and assumptions based on information available at the time the statement is made 

and can often be identified by terms and phrases that include “anticipate,” “believe,” 

“intend,” “estimate,” “expect,” “continue,” “should,” “could,” “may,” “plan,” “project,” “predict,” 

“will,” “potential,” “forecast,” “target,” “guidance,” “outlook” or other similar terminology. The 

Company believes that it has chosen these assumptions or bases in good faith and that 

they are reasonable. However, actual results almost always vary from assumed facts or 

bases, and the differences between actual results and assumed facts or bases can be 

material, depending on the circumstances. Important factors that could cause actual results 

to differ materially from those projected in the business plan include (but are not limited to), 

changes in United States and District of Columbia laws and regulation, the inability to timely 

recover costs through utility rate proceedings, the impact of future legal proceedings, 

competitive pressures, compliance costs, changes in the structure of capital and/or energy 

markets, technological advancements and advances in new technologies, changes in 

consumer preferences, the availability of alternative or lower-priced energy options, access 

to capital, and existing and future environmental requirements, including those related to 

potential, anticipated or known impacts of climate change. You should not place undue 

reliance on forward-looking statements. 
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Preface  

Washington Gas Light Company (“Washington Gas”) has prepared this Climate Change 

Action Program (“CCAP”), Part 1 (“Part 1”) pursuant to the Public Service Commission 

(“PSC”, or “Commission”) of the District of Columbia’s Formal Case No. 1167, Order No. 

20754.  

Part 1 provides this 5-year set of initiatives, covering 2021-2025, in a manner set forth to 

support the Commission’s schedule. Washington Gas will complement this submission with 

a Climate Change Action Roadmap, Part 2 on January 18, 2022, which will discuss 

extension of the foundational 5-year initiatives together with new initiatives planned during 

the 30-year action timeline. Together, Parts 1 and 2 represent Washington Gas’ CCAP — a 

portfolio of supply, demand and infrastructure initiatives, projects, pilots, demonstrations, 

and investments that provide Washington Gas’ customers with safe, reliable, and affordable 

clean energy over the next 30 years.  

The CCAP builds on Washington Gas’ Climate Business Plan (“CBP”), which was provided 

to the Commission and regional stakeholders in March 2020. The CBP provided a technical 

and analytical perspective on climate goals, timeframes, and pathways. The CCAP 

maintains this perspective while incorporating updated information and key Washington Gas 

initiatives that have emerged in the intervening two years. The CCAP incorporates and 

integrates new developments into a composite program that provides an up-to-date 

understanding of Washington Gas’ climate-related actions supporting the District’s 2032 

and 2050 emission reduction targets.  

To prepare this CCAP, Washington Gas challenged its employees from across the 

business—including operations, energy supply, strategic planning and innovation, 

marketing, and other areas—to define a range of potential initiatives that would result in 

greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions reduction with the understanding that the CCAP will 

continue to evolve based on new learnings and advancement in new technologies and 

policies over time. The Part 1 initiatives include “ready-now” actions as well as novel 

research and development activities to support the District and its residents over the longer-

term. Washington Gas firmly believes that its infrastructure, assets, and people can play a 

key role in building a clean energy ecosystem that leverages emerging market and 

technology trends and addresses key interdependencies and synergies that might be 

expected from such actions.  

Washington Gas is committed to its customers, the communities it serves and all 

stakeholders working to help deliver the District’s climate goals. Part 1 defines foundational 

Washington Gas actions to be undertaken during the 5-year time period (2021-2025) to 

advance the District’s GHG goals while ensuring a safe, reliable and affordable clean 

energy system now and into the future.  
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Executive Summary 

Washington Gas Light Company (“Washington Gas”) is committed to meeting the needs 

of its customers and supporting the policies and goals of the District. This includes the 

complex challenges presented by climate change. Washington Gas is taking immediate 

and concrete actions to address decarbonization. Further, Washington Gas stands fully 

ready to invest in the pursuit of decarbonization pathways that unfold as emerging 

markets and technologies continue to develop, mature and become commercially 

viable.  

These actions include fulfillment of its obligations pursuant to the Public Service 

Commission of the District of Columbia’s (the “PSC” or “Commission”) Formal Case No. 

1167 (“FC No. 1167”), Order No. 20754. Paragraph 46 of this Order requests a “detailed 

list of individual proposed projects” aligned to both 5-year and 30-year timelines. Part 1 

presented here is focused on Washington Gas’ initiatives, many of which are underway, 

during the 5-year time period, 2021-2025. Part 2, focuses on strategic and longer-term 

initiatives, and will be submitted on January 18, 2022. Together, Part 1 and Part 2 make 

up our Climate Change Action Program (“CCAP”). 

Of most significance, Washington Gas 

believes its initiatives outlined in the 

CCAP support the District in meeting its 

2032 and 2050 climate goals in a safe, 

reliable and affordable manner. 

Guiding Policy Framework 

To provide the critical foundation for Washington Gas’ direction and actions in the 

CCAP, Washington Gas recommends the following five (5) compass points in 

implementing all climate change actions in the District:  

• Respecting Customer Choice. Customer choice must be a fundamental 

principle informing climate action plans. Providing customers with energy service 
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options creates an essential ‘engine’ for driving positive and lasting climate 

change actions.  

• Keeping Aligned to Core Utility Principles. The core utility principles of safety, 

reliability, and affordability must remain central to the District’s climate actions. 

The drive towards decarbonization also needs to embrace other vital energy 

service attributes, including energy system resiliency and environmental justice.  

• Leveraging Washington Gas as a Vital Regional Asset. Washington Gas’ 

infrastructure, organizational capabilities and people represent essential regional 

assets in service of climate action. From delivering low carbon gaseous fuels to 

driving energy efficiency and novel end-use technologies, Washington Gas is 

well positioned to bring resources, innovation and skills to bear on this critical 

issue. 

• Thinking about the ‘Energy System’ Holistically. The energy system is 

interwoven and must be considered holistically across markets, sectors, and 

communities. Failing to consider decisions framed around a holistic 

understanding of energy markets will lead to sub-optimal decisions for customers 

and communities.  

• Partnering with the District and our Community. Washington Gas believes 

that a long-term preferred energy system transformation, one that meets the 

urgency of climate action, will be built on a partnership amongst the Company, 

the Commission, its Customers and the Communities it serves.  

The CCAP remains focused on these compass points, their relevance and their 

importance to achieving workable climate action goals. The climate change-related 

actions that emerge through FC No. 1167, rate cases, and other Commission and policy 

venues will yield meaningful results and sustainable changes if implemented 

thoughtfully.  

Climate Change Action Program, Part 1  

To achieve the District’s 2032 goals and make solid progress toward achieving the 2050 

vision, this Climate Change Action Program, Part 1 identifies thirteen (13) initiatives 

organized around the four (4) program areas.  

The four program areas are: End Use and Efficiency, Infrastructure and Operations, 

Sourcing and Supply, and Transportation. The program areas are aligned with the CBP, 

except Washington Gas now adds Transportation as a new program area given the 

critical need for the decarbonization of transportation within the District’s goals. 
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Figure 1: CCAP Four Program Areas 

Starting with End Use and Efficiency, Washington Gas is actively engaged in Formal 

Case No. 1160 and looks forward to the upcoming results from its Technical Potential 

Study and the resulting opportunities to address energy efficiency opportunities in the 

District. Part 1 assumes End Use measures are implemented starting in 2023 once the 

Commission review and approval cycle is completed, and final customer programs are 

in place and in operation. 

In the Infrastructure and Operations area, initiatives include the deployment of 

equipment to remove fugitive emissions from repair and replacement work, new 

advanced leak detection activities, the development of standards and protocols for 

blending hydrogen into the Washington Gas system, and work with energy market 

participants to investigate District hydrogen storage opportunities.  

Part 1 also promotes decarbonization of Washington Gas’ and customer fleets together 

with several planning and cost-recovery innovations that will support—and ultimately 

sustain—work in these important and diverse areas. Part 1 also includes improvements 

on-going within the PROJECTpipes program within the District, which is replacing aged 

pipes and services, and simultaneously reducing the climate impact of an aging 

infrastructure. 

In the Sourcing and Supply area, Part 1 addresses the aggressive sourcing of certified 

gas and the development of local renewable natural gas resources that would begin 

decarbonization of Washington Gas supplies. 

The Transportation category expands carbon reduction from Washington Gas beyond 

what was found in the CBP and focuses on supporting the District with decarbonizing 

fleets and large GHG-emitting commercial and industrial applications.  
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Washington Gas offers its 5-year set of initiatives as cornerstones for actions that will 

help the District achieve its climate goals. The basis and rationale of each initiative is 

described in the report, which is further documented by way of a compendium of 

“initiatives” in the Appendix. Project-level details of each initiative are provided, including 

cost estimates, benefits, initiative outcomes, key plan dependencies, and identifiable 

risks.  

Washington Gas’ initiatives do not represent ‘business as usual’. Rather, they require 

that the company innovate with the Commission, customers, and other stakeholders 

across numerous dimensions of project planning and delivery. The importance of 

supporting pilots and demonstrations will be critical in helping find the right pathways for 

workable solutions. 

Beyond these collaborations, Washington Gas recognizes that it must further enhance 

strong partnerships within the energy research community to make certain the company 

is well positioned to take advantage of emerging technologies, issues, and trends. 

Washington Gas must also work with public and private industry to explore and 

incentivize development opportunities and develop innovative collaborations that 

include galvanizing new arrangements and coalitions of business and community 

interests who need to come together to capitalize on larger cross-industry opportunities. 

This is particularly true in relation to working to build a hydrogen solution set in the 

District and surrounding communities.  

Funding the Climate Change Action Program, Part 1 

Washington Gas recognizes that the work necessary to assist the District in achieving 

its climate goals requires utility investment in a wide range of areas, such as energy 

efficiency, and in new innovative markets and cleaner gaseous fuels. Such activities 

require full and current cost recovery to help promote the innovation and new 

investments that must be implemented. As we discuss later, we have funding vehicles 

in place that help provide regulatory certainty and associated cost recovery but will need 

to add other funding vehicles to support new activities and initiatives.  

Washington Gas will fund its climate initiatives by leveraging existing cost recovery 

mechanisms and working with the Commission to implement new cost recovery 

mechanisms. Washington Gas’ funding mechanism “toolkit” includes:  

• Accelerated Pipe Replacement Program mechanism (APRP) that supports the 

PROJECTpipes infrastructure improvements; 
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• The energy efficiency surcharge mechanism (EE Surcharge) that will capture and 

expand End Use and Efficiency initiatives (approval pending in Formal Case No. 

1160); 

• Purchased gas cost recovery mechanism (PGC) for supply and sourcing 

initiatives; and 

• A Climate Action Recovery Tariff (CART) for near-term climate initiatives 

otherwise not subject to recovery through one of the other options.1  

This cost recovery “toolkit” provides the needed framework to fund both Washington 

Gas’ near-term or ready-now initiatives, as well as future and expanded initiatives.  

Our Core Frame of Reference: Engagement with our Stakeholders  

Washington Gas has created its CCAP with the keen awareness of the need to listen to 

and learn from the multiple stakeholders the company serves. The company will also 

continue to educate customers about its vital role in the District’s energy ecosystem and 

the physical nature of its systems and operations, as these inform what is feasible. As 

part of this effort, Washington Gas will hold bi-annual public meetings to inform 

interested stakeholders about its decarbonization plans and initiatives, and solicit 

feedback on the course the company intends to take to help the District meet its climate 

goals.  

Of course, while this CCAP is focused on the District’s climate goals, Washington Gas 

continues to collaborate and work to meet the goals of other utility commissions and 

political subdivisions in which it operates. Washington Gas is confident it can achieve a 

meaningful and substantial level of inclusiveness for all of its valued stakeholders in its 

planning and implementation of the actions described herein.   

 

1 Washington Gas will describe the Climate Action Recovery Tariff (“CART”) in more detail in an 

upcoming base rate proceeding before the Commission. The CART allows for surcharge cost recovery of 

climate-approved projects and initiatives that otherwise are not subject to accelerated recovery.  
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Our 5-year Climate Change Action Program 

Washington Gas has prepared a Climate Change Action Program, Part 1 (“Part 1”) in 

fulfillment of its obligations pursuant to the Public Service Commission of the District of 

Columbia’s (the “PSC”, or “Commission”) Formal Case No. 1167, Order No. 20754. 

Washington Gas establishes for reference the five-year period as 2021-2025.2  

The purpose of this Part 1 is to lay out its plans for the period 2021-2025. To meet this 

goal, Washington Gas has organized the climate actions and project details in a set of 

climate “initiatives”, which are described in this report and are further supported by way 

of a compendium of initiatives in the Appendix. Washington Gas represents that this set 

of initiatives provides the most up-to-date collection of the near-term and ‘ready-now’ 

actions Washington Gas is taking to address the District’s climate change 

decarbonization goals.  

Four Program Areas  

Washington Gas lays out its CCAP initiatives within four program areas:  

• End Use and Efficiency,  

• Infrastructure and Operations,  

• Sourcing and Supply, and  

• Transportation  

Transportation is an enhancement from the CBP and considers the significance of this 

category as a major growth vector for decarbonization and low carbon fuels.  

Across these four areas, Washington Gas proposes a set of 13 separate initiatives 

(along with one use case).3 Figure 2 depicts the various implementation timelines for 

 

2 Washington Gas will complement this submission with the CCAP, Part 2 on January 18, 2022, which will 

describe the extension of the foundational 5-year initiatives together with our 30-year strategy. Together, 

Parts 1 and 2 will represent Washington Gas’ CCAP—a portfolio of supply, demand and infrastructure 

initiatives, projects, and investments to provide our customers with safe, reliable, and affordable energy 

while also helping the District achieve its climate goals over the next 30 years.  

3 Washington Gas makes the distinction between its climate initiatives and various climate Initiatives. 

Washington Gas’ initiatives refer to actions that are near-term or ready-now. The Initiatives refer to broad 

areas of opportunity that require additional dialogue, scoping and planning before specific actions can be 

identified and approved. Accordingly, for the five-year CCAP (Part 1), Washington Gas identifies one 

Initiative in the area of End Use and Efficiency. This particular initiative refers to the many separate End 

Use and Efficiency initiatives that Washington Gas anticipates will emerge through the FC 1160 planning 

process, including the completion of the Technical Potential Study.  
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them within the 5-year period. It is worth noting that some initiatives will carry forward 

past the initial time period.  

These initiatives are diverse in scope and nature and represent actions Washington 

Gas proposes to make the gas system infrastructure ready for a multi-fuel future, to 

position Washington Gas to support growth in low-carbon fuels for transportation 

markets, and to support Washington Gas’ End Use and Efficiency initiatives to 

encourage customers to reduce energy use through useful information and cost-

effectively-designed program incentives.  

 
 Figure 2: Climate Change Action Program Part 1 Initiatives and Timeline 
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Washington Gas’ 5-year portfolio also includes important pilots and demonstrations, 

including the blending of hydrogen into the fuel system, and the use of advanced leak 

detection technologies and techniques. The 13 initiatives4 also reflect a fundamental 

awareness of the long-term importance hydrogen may play in the region’s future energy 

and transportation eco-system; such a large, future role clearly goes beyond the near-

term hydrogen blending demonstration. This is especially relevant in light of the role 

hydrogen may play in a more distributed and renewable energy system, one that places 

significant value on grid flexibility, grid reliability, and improved system resiliency, all 

delivered in an affordable manner.  

  

 

4 The Figure depicts 14, due to the inclusion of the more general End Use “Use Case”. As explained 

elsewhere, Washington Gas will complete its Technical Potential Study for its Energy Efficiency 

programs, thus expanding the number of its climate action initiatives. At this time, the End Use “Use 

Case” serves to capture the fact that there will be separate initiatives once energy efficiency programs are 

implemented.  
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End Use and Efficiency Initiatives  

A major focus of Washington Gas’ Part 1 is to help its customers use natural gas more 

efficiently. This section introduces the initiatives Washington Gas will undertake to 

reduce End Use, providing a direct impact on GHG emissions goals. In short, to meet 

the District’s 2032 milestones (summarized in the CBP and elsewhere), Washington 

Gas will need to design and deliver on new innovative programs to educate and 

incentivize customers to use natural gas more efficiently. These efforts will no doubt be 

multi-faceted, and will include roles for:  

• New programs – Washington Gas is working, as part of the FC No. 1160 

process, to finalize a Technical Potential Study for energy efficiency and demand 

response measures. Washington Gas will take this study, and present proposed 

End Use program designs based on it, for subsequent review by the Commission 

and stakeholders as part of the FC No. 1160 process. Washington Gas expects 

these measures to be congruent with the direction it described in the CBP in 

March 2020.5  

• Washington Gas’ initiatives will continue to recognize the important role that 

combined heat and power (“CHP”) can play in reducing the total energy ‘footprint’ 

of large commercial and industrial buildings and processes. There is tremendous 

innovation in the CHP technology and market arena: it is becoming increasingly 

considered in new technology choices involving micro-grids, low-carbon fuels, 

and various forms of electrical distributed generation (such as rooftop solar and 

batteries).  

• Washington Gas’ package of End Use and Efficiency initiatives are expected to 

build on the programs and initiatives that it has promoted and delivered in 

Maryland and Virginia. These initiatives should be expanded in Washington Gas’ 

view when and where appropriate for District customers.  

• Washington Gas will also pursue innovation in how End Use programs are 

supported and paid for. This will require Commission and stakeholder support in 

 

5 As explained elsewhere, Washington Gas has formally included a broad “use case” to capture its many 

yet-to-be-defined and formalized End Use and Efficiency initiatives, which await finalization of the 

Technical Potential Study. Therefore, for the CCAP it has defined a “Use Case” to ‘envelop’ these 

potential but yet to be defined End Use initiatives, which await further definition. The CCAP for the five-

year period is therefore composed of 13 initiatives, plus one (1) use case. This distinction between 

initiatives and use case simply helps to keep lines of demarcation between those near-term and ready-

now actions and longer-term areas of focus, which are not yet formalized in terms of a project or program.  
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recognizing the role for proper incentives, including equipment and efficiency-

related rebates, to encourage behaviors that will result in reduced GHG 

emissions.  

• Washington Gas also seeks certain outstanding issues related to currently 

structured efficiency programs provided through DC Sustainable Energy Utility 

(“DCSEU”), to ensure that programs and initiatives are not duplicative.  

Washington Gas’ set of End Use and Efficiency initiatives, as described here for FC No. 

1167 purposes, will be further refined and specific programs designed as part of the FC 

No. 1160 proceeding. This will include the refining of evaluation metrics, cost-

effectiveness and/or cost-benefit evaluation tools, and reporting requirements.  

The Importance of End Use and Efficiency Initiatives  

Reducing end use consumption has tremendous significance to Washington Gas’ 

climate action strategy. Not only do effective measures provide a direct reduction in 

reducing GHG emissions, but these efforts by their nature require Washington Gas’ 

continued valuable direct interaction with its customers, diverse communities, and other 

stakeholders to deliver on these programs. These interactions in turn provide 

opportunities to “listen and learn” about customer needs. They also provide the 

opportunities and communication channels to further acquaint and educate customers 

about the comprehensive and region-wide efforts to transform the energy system to 

achieve climate action goals. 

For these reasons, Washington Gas sees a strong synergy between the End Use and 

Efficiency initiatives and other areas of its CCAP. This is particularly relevant to 

Washington Gas’ opportunities to source and offer low-carbon fuels (Certified Gas, 

RNG, hydrogen blending) to customers over time. If customers appreciate the continuity 

and contiguousness of these new products in relation to GHG emissions mitigation, they 

may be more receptive to selecting new products and services. Therefore, success in 

implementing the End Use and Efficiency initiatives will enrich and inform other climate 

action initiatives. 

Washington Gas is promoting and encouraging CHP as a specific End Use and 

Efficiency Initiative as part of CCAP, Part 1 and has a tariff in place to encourage CHP 

adoption.6  

 

6 See Washington Gas Tariff, Delivery for Service for Combined Heat and Power/Distributed Generation 

Facilities (Rate Schedule 7). 
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CHP reflects the growing sophistication by site owners and operators at 

large commercial and industrial facilities to meet the full spectrum of their ‘campus’ 

energy needs through highly efficient and coordinated energy systems. CHP reduces 

GHG emissions by offering building owners and large, energy intensive processing 

operations ways to meet a facility’s total energy needs by generating electricity on site 

and capturing the resulting waste heat for use in a variety of downstream thermal 

processes. Overall electricity demand of the facility is therefore reduced, as are overall 

emissions (assuming a highly efficient prime mover). For example, one recently 

commissioned multifamily CHP installation, at Marbury Plaza, is responsible for GHG 

emission reductions of 2,369 MTCO2 avoided (annually). 

End Use and Efficiency Initiatives Timeline  

Washington Gas expects that the Technical Potential Study will be completed during the 

first half of 2022. It will review the results with the Commission and other stakeholders 

along with proposed program designs. Washington Gas’ proposals will also include new 

cost recovery mechanisms for energy efficiency as the Commission is aware of in FC 

No. 1160.7  

With this important work concluding during 2022, Washington Gas plans to implement 

End Use and Efficiency initiatives, pursuant to the FC No. 1160 process, beginning in 

2023.  

 
 

  

 

7 Washington Gas believes that along with a strong energy efficiency program, its rate design and 

structure should promote customer efficiency choices. Designing our rates in a manner that aligns our 

interests and the customers’ interests through decoupling is critical for the success of energy efficiency.  
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Infrastructure and Operations Initiatives  

This section outlines initiatives Washington Gas will undertake to improve pipeline 

operations performance and reduce GHG emissions during the current five years. It 

also discusses some salient issues pertaining to the physical and distribution assets 

that may arise from change “vectors” impacting the energy supply chain.  

One Goal-Oriented Destination  

In the CBP, Washington Gas defines a multi-pronged approach to manage its 

Transmission and Distribution infrastructure in response to the urgency of climate 

change. Washington Gas’ Transmission and Distribution system is a highly safe, 

reliable, affordable, and resilient infrastructure that delivers tremendous value to the 

District’s businesses and residents. The energy delivery capacity of this piping system, 

in fact, is twice that of the electric grid when comparing the respective peak hour under 

maximum demand conditions.8  

Washington Gas believes that it can use this system to also deliver low or zero carbon 

energy that would contribute to the region meeting its carbon and climate goals. It 

should be recognized, however, that the market for low-carbon or zero-carbon fuels is 

evolving rapidly and holds great promise as providing impactful ‘vectors’ to meeting 

climate action imperatives. 

To ensure that its infrastructure and operations system can serve customers going 

forward in a low/zero carbon market, Washington Gas will pursue a set of initiatives in 

the Plan 1 period.9 

• As Washington Gas upgrades the infrastructure and operations system (through 

such programs as PROJECTpipes 2 it will include measures and technology that 

further reduce residual fugitive methane emissions. 

• In response to availability of locational-specific low/zero carbon RNG from 

renewable sources, and hydrogen from either (i) renewable energy based 

electrolysis of water using electrolyzers or (ii) steam methane reforming (SMR) 

using RNG as feedstock, Washington Gas will explore how its infrastructure can 

 

8 The electric system is summer peaking driven mainly by increases in air conditioning loads, whereas the 

gas system is winter peaking, responding to heating loads.  

9 See Sourcing and Supply for Washington Gas’ perspective and initiatives pertaining to these low/zero-

carbon fuels and hydrogen.   
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connect with these supplies and accommodate the physical properties 

associated with the future gas composition changes.  

• Washington Gas will pilot hydrogen blending to determine its impact on pipeline 

operations and its role in contributing to reducing the carbon intensity of delivered 

gaseous fuel. 

• Washington Gas will pursue how to re-purpose parts of its system (long-term) for 

injecting, handling, storing and distributing hydrogen as hydrogen-dependent 

markets in the transportation and building sector evolve.  

These efforts will help Washington Gas take longer-term actions (over the next 30 

years), recognizing that there must be experimentation and learning to ensure these 

new supplies come to fruition in a safe, reliable and affordable manner.  

Initiatives: 2021-2025  

In compliance with FC No. 1167, Washington Gas proposes six (6) initiatives that can 

have an immediate impact on carbon emissions. These initiatives provide a foundation 

for additional transmission and delivery system reductions—to be defined in Part 2 of 

the CCAP. All of these initiatives will contribute to the climate action goals, while 

securing the infrastructure needed to meet future uses of the system in a way that 

improves safety, reliability and environmental performance. The following discusses 

some of these initiatives in more detail: 

• Accelerated Pipe Replacement Program Phase 2 (PROJECTpipes 2): 

Accelerated pipeline replacement programs are designed and intended to ensure 

system integrity by replacing aging infrastructure with new and modern materials, 

while enhancing safety and system reliability. An ancillary benefit is the reduction 

of GHG emissions on the Company’s distribution system.  

 

Between 2008 and 2017, Washington Gas’ pipeline replacement work in the 

District resulted in GHG emissions reduction. The PROJECTpipes 1 program 

ended in December 2020. The PROJECTpipes 2 investment and program, which 

was approved by the DC PSC, is expected to further reduce the District’s GHG 

emissions and enhance the safety and reliability of the gas distribution system 

beyond that achieved in phase 1.  

 

PROJECTpipes 2 will result in the replacement of approximately 14.3 miles of 

pipe and 4,242 service lines by 2023. Broadly, modernizing Washington Gas’ 

energy infrastructure today enhances the high level of system integrity needed to 
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deliver low/zero carbon fuels like RNG and hydrogen in the future. Washington 

Gas recovers the associated costs through a PSC-approved billing surcharge. 

 

• Advanced Leak Detection Program Pilot & Implementation: Washington Gas 

will support its advanced leak detection (ALD) pilot.10 The pilot’s main goal is to 

determine if insights about the location and extent of background methane 

emissions from its distribution system and other sources in the local community 

can be used to identify actionable leaks and prioritize repair or replacement more 

efficiently and effectively, than today’s technology, thus removing GHG and 

supporting the District’s climate goals.  

 

As part of the pilot, Washington Gas is using ALD services from Satelytics, a 

leading satellite imaging company. This vendor captures infrared spectrum 

imaging data, and then applies these data to its advanced prediction algorithms 

to drive insights about potential sources (and extent) of methane emissions 

within the District. Washington Gas, in turn, will investigate how to apply this 

information to its asset repair and replacement prioritization models. The pilot 

effort includes using field-gathered survey data to quality check the imaging-

based results.11 The pilot is estimated to be complete by 2023. Based on its 

results, Washington Gas will explore the implementation of advanced leak 

detection techniques and potentially use them to improve asset repair 

and replacement activities. From a system-wide perspective, this advanced 

capability could lead to a reduction in methane emissions sooner than what is 

currently projected by the mains replacement program. Additionally, the 

advanced leak detection analysis may also lead to insights that further enrich 

Washington Gas’ condition-based maintenance models, thus leading to 

enhancements to field inspections and other forms of proactive maintenance. 

   

• Methane Capture and Reinjection Program: Washington Gas invested in Draw 

Down Compression (“DDC”) equipment and training in 2020 and 2021. 

Washington Gas is now recognized as a leader in deploying this innovative 

technology, as evidenced by presenting on this topic at the 2021 Fall AGA 

Operations Conference. The DDC accepts gas from piping that is being 

 

10 Washington Gas pilot in this area has been approved as part of its Formal Case 1154.  

11 It is worth noting that Washington Gas takes immediate action on methane leaks based on a grading of 

hazard severity. The ALD pilot does not alter these essential safety practices.  
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evacuated in preparation for maintenance or construction activities and safely 

transfers the gas to a ‘live’ portion of distribution system thus avoiding any 

atmospheric emissions. Washington Gas uses DDC equipment on limited basis 

and plans to further deploy DDCs at construction, inspection, and repair sites as 

early as 2022. As part of this initiative, Washington Gas is also piloting vacuum 

technology when bringing new infrastructure into service. With this technology, 

vacuum pumps will be used when purging piping into service, eliminating the 

need to vent methane during infrastructure commissioning (start-up). 

• Direct Measurement Protocol Development: Washington Gas is aiming to be 

included as a trusted advisor in the development of a standardized set of 

methodologies to accurately quantify natural gas emissions measurements. The 

Gas Technology Institute’s development supports these aims and is being led by 

a cross functional team of “scientists, academics, environmental organizations, 

certification organizations, and industry participants” including members from 

“Devon Energy, EQT Corporation, Ernst & Young LLP (EY US), Jonah Energy 

LLC, ONE Future, RMI, Sempra Energy, Southern Company, and Williams”.  
 

Standardizing the handling and aggregation of natural gas value chain data will 

allow Washington Gas to set reasonable emissions benchmarks and track 

progress confidently and accurately against these. Furthermore, a transparent 

and peer-sourced methodology ensures confidence by external parties such as 

customers, investors, and regulatory bodies.   
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Sourcing and Supply Initiatives  

Critical to the transition to low carbon fuel being used within the Washington Gas 

system is the sourcing and supply of certified gas (CG), renewable natural gas (RNG) 

and hydrogen. This section outlines key activities during the 2021-2025 period to 

procure and develop associated infrastructure to inject CG and RNG into the delivery 

system and conduct research and pilots that assess the viability of producing, storing 

and blending hydrogen into the existing Washington Gas infrastructure. More details on 

Washington Gas initiatives to decarbonize energy supply in achievement of the District’s 

GHG reduction goals will be addressed in the CCAP Part 2. 

The Changing Energy Supply Stack  

Broadly but importantly, Washington Gas’ care, custody, and operation of its physical 

transmission and distribution assets will have to anticipate the energy supply stack 

variability, source location and volume uncertainty. Thus, Washington Gas will need to 

manage and integrate the use of currently sourced geologic gas, new low-carbon fuels 

(such as RNG) and hydrogen, in diverse sets of physical and market arrangements on 

its system.  

This supply stack will only be resolved over time, and as a result of customer choices 

relative to both gas- and electricity-supplied options. Therefore, Washington Gas will 

need to better understand how customer energy use and lifestyle choices– from how 

they heat their homes, to when they refuel their cars – impacts the company’s ability 

and timing to reduce carbon emissions from the transmission and distribution system. 

CCAP, Part 1 identifies initiatives, during the next five years, which lay a foundation to a 

lower-carbon future in the gaseous segment of the regional energy system.  

Long-term, a strategic approach to the development of the RNG and hydrogen markets 

will also be required to bring forward investment given the likely lead times involved on 

both the gas and electric sides of the business. All of this will require customers to be 

well-informed and engaged; energy markets to be open, fair, and interoperable; and 

effective government policy to drive widespread uptake and support the supply chains 

of low carbon technologies. New business concepts and new ways to engage 

customers in this climate change action program will be critical and can also improve 

people’s experiences with lower carbon technologies in their home. These 

developments and options will be discussed further in Part 2 of the CCAP. 
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Certified Gas (CG) 

Currently, 1-5% of natural gas is emitted to the atmosphere during its extraction, 

processing and transportation. Certified Gas (CG) is produced using operationally 

effective upstream extraction practices that have been certified to differentiate wells and 

wellheads that mitigate methane leaks during extraction resulting in lower GHG 

intensity. Purchasing CG has the potential to reduce upstream natural gas GHG 

emissions (both methane and carbon) by as much as 60 to 80%, relative to average 

levels.12 

 

In the 2021-2025 period, CG procurement would take place through third-parties. 

Washington Gas signed an initial contract with Chesapeake Energy Corporation, in 

partnership with Project Canary, to procure and deliver CG that meets a high level of 

emissions reductions standards. This transaction is estimated to have eliminated 4,609 

metric tons of CO2e when compared to the industry average for natural gas.  

 

Washington Gas plans to continue pursuing CG contracts; in addition to the existing 

contract with Chesapeake. Washington Gas plans to incrementally increase the amount 

of CG in the transmission and delivery system. Leveraging Washington Gas’ 

procurement strength can help drive market behavior and result in significant reductions 

in upstream gas emissions. CG supply provides Washington Gas customers the 

reassurance that the source of their gas reflects the most environmentally sound 

choices.  

 
Washington Gas’ supply contract with Chesapeake was at zero premium. The future 

costs will be dependent on market conditions at that time. The incremental cost of CG 

will be billed directly to customers, subject to regulatory approval to do so. 

Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) 

Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) is methane most commonly captured from releases at 

landfills or generated by technologies reliant on wastewater treatment, agricultural 

residue and/or animal wastes. As such, RNG is carbon neutral, versatile and fully 

compatible with Washington Gas pipeline infrastructure. Besides being carbon neutral 

and compatible with pipeline infrastructure, it provides GHG emissions reduction without 

necessitating equipment upgrades or replacement by end users. 

 

12 Opportunities for Evolving the Natural Gas Distribution Business to Support the District of Columbia’s 

Climate Goals, ICF (April 2020). 
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By capturing and injecting methane into the natural gas pipeline system, RNG 

repurposes methane that would otherwise be emitted to the atmosphere accelerating 

climate change.  

 

Washington Gas sponsored a supply assessment that determined there is sufficient 

RNG available to meet a portion of their customers natural gas demand by 2050. It took 

into consideration the location and access to RNG production by region and the market 

competition from other utilities13 and natural gas customers.14 It also found that due to 

climate change policies in other surrounding jurisdictions, Washington Gas would likely 

have access to more than a proportional share of available RNG in the market While the 

market for RNG continues to evolve driven by policies and enhanced commercial 

interest, current market prices expect that under current conditions most RNG supply 

would be at prices of $12 to $18 per MMBtu, with some exceeding $20 per MMBtu. 

These are projected indicative costs based on current market conditions and are subject 

to change due to a variety of factors.  

 

Available RNG could be delivered to the District of Columbia by Washington Gas and 

third parties. Under the current regulatory structure, inclusion of RNG in the Washington 

Gas supply portfolio would increase the cost of gas to Washington Gas customers 

relative to customers of third-party marketers, potentially defeating the objectives of the 

low carbon emissions program. Washington Gas is investigating options to remedy this 

potential effect and looks forward to engaging with third-party marketers on their 

approaches to RNG. 

During the 2021-2025 period, Washington Gas plans to secure in-territory and out-of-

territory sources of RNG as a sustainable alternative fuel that contributes to its gas 

supply portfolio while reducing GHG emissions. It also plans to extend its existing 

system to interconnect with these RNG supplies, facilitate customer education to 

accelerate the uptake of RNG by customers and enhance Washington Gas’ billing 

system to accommodate RNG volumes, costs and attributes.15  

 

13 For example: Duke Energy is securing RNG from dairy farms; Dominion has a joint venture with 

Smithfield Farms for RNG production from hog farms; NW Natural is in partnership with Tyson Foods; 

DTE has commissioned the first combined dairy RNG processing and pipeline injection facility in 

Wisconsin. 

14 Ibid 18 

15 Study on the Use of Biofuels, ICF (March 2020) 
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Currently, the Washington Gas target market for RNG is transportation due to existing 

cost recovery mechanisms. Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) are credits used 

for compliance with the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS); in California the Low Carbon 

Fuel Standard (LCFS) monetizes RNG used for transportation. During 2021-2025 

Washington Gas will investigate alternative recovering mechanisms to address the cost 

of interconnection and procurement mandate, together with new products and services 

to manage ratepayer impact. 

Hydrogen  

Hydrogen is a versatile source of energy, which can contribute value across the whole 

energy system. It can store renewable energy and then be used for transport, heating, 

and electricity. For this reason, it features prominently in most global net zero energy 

scenarios.  

Hydrogen is already commonly used worldwide for refining oil and in the production of 

ammonia for fertilizers. Each year, around 100 Million Metric Tonnes of hydrogen is 

produced globally. Hydrogen can be used to decarbonize some of the areas hard to 

decarbonize, when produced from electrolysis powered by renewable electricity.  

Hydrogen storage offers a clean and flexible energy storage option and can be stored in 

large volumes for long periods of time. Hydrogen storage is necessary to support whole 

energy system security of supply as well as to accommodate electrolyzed hydrogen at 

times of excess wind or solar and for inter-seasonal flexibility. For example, using 

electricity to produce hydrogen allows electricity generated in the summer to be 

transformed into a form of energy that can be stored and used during the winter. The 

use of hydrogen to generate electricity again then provides additional flexibility to the 

energy system. Increased interaction between the different fuels like natural gas, bio-

resources, and hydrogen will be required, along with electricity.  

It is becoming globally recognized that there is an increasing role for both clean 

electrons and clean molecules, such as hydrogen, with global studies showing that 

various mixes of both hydrogen and electricity are viable under different greening 

scenarios. There is also a high degree of uncertainty surrounding the speed of 

decarbonization through electrification alone, due to the amount of new infrastructure 

required to “ready” the electricity grid to meet any increased demand.  

Hydrogen is currently a nascent market in the US, so the right policies and economic 

incentives for investment need to be in place to accelerate the energy transition. In 

addition, appropriate price signals and incentives will be needed from the energy market 
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to encourage the types of flexible resources and behaviors that a net zero world 

requires from end-users. Finding a regulatory model that supports the development of 

the existing natural gas system and sufficient hydrogen storage will be crucial. Because 

hydrogen presents such promise in reaching climate change goals, hydrogen plays a 

large role in Washington Gas’ strategy about how to manage its current physical system 

with an eye towards the increased use of hydrogen as part of the system.  

Energy Market Flexibility To Meet Peak Demand and Support System Resiliency  

Historically, flexibility within the electric and gas markets has been predominantly about 

adjusting energy supply to meet demand. In turn this means the focus on supply 

security (“resource adequacy” in electricity markets) in the peak demand periods. 

However, the challenges of meeting supply security are changing as customer load 

patterns change, and as variable and intermittent energy resources on the supply side 

play a larger role in the energy supply equation. As these demands and challenges 

grow, hydrogen can be used for flexibility to help balance the system needs, absorbing 

excess renewable energy when prices are low, and storing energy to meet peak 

demand when prices are high. Hydrogen can also help address resiliency, system 

investment and operability constraints, thereby reducing the need for electricity system 

reinforcements.16  

Hydrogen’s Role in Transportation  

While the demand for hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (HFCEV) is still emerging 

compared to battery electric vehicle markets, Washington Gas and broad market 

research anticipates growing demand in line with the development of a local and 

national hydrogen infrastructure for HFCEV’s. This fueling infrastructure will be 

developed by the private sector to support demand for fleet transitions with more load 

capacities, longer duty cycles than the more predictable, short haul, medium and heavy-

duty fleet types (e.g., school and transit buses) transitioning as front runners to a pure 

battery electric model. The weight of a pure battery electric vehicle system (BEV) 

shortens the distance and vocational abilities in more heavily used fleets, which benefit 

 

16 Electrolysis could produce green hydrogen using surplus renewable electricity at times of low demand, 

avoiding the need to potentially curtail wind or solar generation, which incurs costs to customers. With 

careful placing of electrolyzers and associated hydrogen infrastructure, some electricity system 

constraints could be reduced. In addition, hydrogen also can be produced from SMR using RNG as 

feedstock. 
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from a hybrid fuel cell battery electric system (FCEV), that offers lower weight, more pay 

load, and quicker fueling for return to duty.17  

Hydrogen-related Research and Development, and Regulation Development  

Washington Gas continues to play an active role with regional development 

organizations such as Connected DMV, research institutions such as MIT Energy 

Initiative (MITEI) and GTI to evaluate innovative technologies that will support the 

hydrogen energy transition. They are actively involved in looking at the characteristics of 

hydrogen, and its impact on infrastructure and storage through material science 

engagement. Washington Gas will look in detail at the specific engineering 

requirements for system conversion in the region to serve as input into a hydrogen hub 

blueprint. Washington Gas is also actively assessing innovative technologies such as 

producing hydrogen through pyrolysis by splitting natural gas or biomethane directly into 

hydrogen and solid carbon that can then be more easily transported. This process 

opens ‘carbon-to-value’ potential as the solid carbon can be used for several existing 

applications and can be sold as an additional revenue stream.  

Currently there are no regulations or for hydrogen supply at scale, both of which are 

fundamental to the growth of hydrogen use. The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 

Safety Administration (PHMSA) is developing new gas safety pipeline regulations for 

hydrogen along with other federal government agencies responsible for oversight and 

market arrangements.  

Hydrogen Blending Integrity, Safety and Protocols Investigation & Pilot  

Blending of hydrogen will be directionally important to expanding climate change goals. 

Washington Gas must, therefore, understand the full value-chain of sourcing or 

producing, storing, delivering, and metering various concentrations of hydrogen in the 

 

17 There are several global trials underway looking at other modes of domestic and international transport, 

such as aviation (synthetic fuels are likely to replace traditional jet fuel in aviation) and shipping in the 

form of utilizing ammonia or synthetic fuels. There are also opportunities to further decarbonize rail, with 

diesel trains still frequently in use. For shipping, the roll-out of hydrogen converted to ammonia is 

anticipated to begin in [2030] and used in place of heavy fuel oil. Ammonia can be transported as a liquid 

at much warmer temperatures than liquefied hydrogen, or at a high pressure, making it less costly to 

transport since ammonia stores almost twice as much energy per unit as liquid hydrogen. This, alongside 

the fact that is emits no carbon and has a much higher energy density than batteries, make it a potential 

option for powering ships, although care must be taken when transporting and storing ammonia. 

Washington Gas will evaluate using existing infrastructure and facilities through its mid-stream business 

to export to Asia.  
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distribution system and how this blending will be done safely in customer’s homes and 

appliances. Washington Gas envisions injecting hydrogen into the existing natural gas 

pipe system to create a blended fuel stock. Long term, it is possible that entire sections 

of the system could be repurposed for hydrogen transportation and storage. For these 

reasons, Washington Gas is pursuing a pilot (as part of the CCAP) to assess the 

physical characteristics of hydrogen at various blending levels, quality, volumes, and 

pressures at various points of injection and withdrawal on the Washington Gas system.  

Emerging Federal Funding Opportunities  

Washington Gas notes that grant funding opportunities may emerge from the recently 

promulgated federal infrastructure legislation with up to $9,5 billion in hydrogen funding 

in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. 18 Washington Gas is investigating these 

opportunities but recognizes that clarity may not exist until implementing regulations and 

rules are developed.  

 

  

 

18 Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/3684/text) and the Build Back Better Act 

(https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5376/text) 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/3684/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/5376/text
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Transportation Initiatives 

This section outlines initiatives Washington Gas will undertake to reduce GHG 

emissions related to decarbonizing the District’s transportation sector. The 

transportation initiatives are an expansion in our programs from that found in the CBP. 

As the commission is aware, the District of Columbia enacted the CleanEnergy DC 

Omnibus Amendment Act of 2018 which requires all public transportation and privately 

owned fleet vehicles to become emissions-free by 2045.  

As none of Washington Gas’ fleet is registered in the District, their fleet is not impacted 

by the emission free requirements of privately-owed fleet vehicles. Nevertheless, 

Washington Gas is aspiring to transition its fleet to renewable natural gas (RNG), and 

potentially to hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (HFCEV), so those Washington Gas 

fleet vehicles that operate in the District would be additive to the private fleet emission 

reduction achieved by 2045. 

Washington Gas has prioritized three (3) near-ready initiatives in Part 1: 

• Medium and Heavy-Duty Vehicle (M/HDV) Fleet Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric 

Vehicles (HFCEV) pilot: Washington Gas will conduct a pilot program to 

develop and construct a hydrogen generation and refueling infrastructure to meet 

the fueling needs of 2-4 M/HDVs of Washington Gas’ fleet.  

Medium and heavy-duty vehicles offer an ideal opportunity for new clean energy 

mobility technologies: They are centrally fueled and maintained, operate along 

fixed routes, and can more easily accommodate the size and weight of modern 

technologies. The HFCEV’s will utilize on-board hydrogen storage, a fuel cell 

system, and high-voltage batteries. The fuel cell uses hydrogen to produce 

electricity, with waste products of heat and water. The electricity is used to 

charge the high-voltage batteries, propel the vehicle through an electric motor, 

and power vehicle accessories through power electronics.19  

Washington Gas’ long term plan is to install hydrogen generation and refueling 

infrastructure to support the requirements to provide fuel cell grade hydrogen. 

Washington Gas will also look to partner with key vehicle manufacturers for the 

design and delivery of the required HFCEVs, as well as the installation of the 

 

19 The vehicle market is also working on internal combustion engines that run on hydrogen, which are an 

alternative to fuel cell-based vehicles. These H2 ICE have efficiencies, cost and performance tradeoffs 

from a user as well as system perspective as compared to use of fuel cells. However, both the ICE and 

the fuel cell-based vehicles are considered zero emission for tailpipe standard purposes.  
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required hydrogen production, storage and fueling infrastructure. See section 

Sourcing and Supply Initiatives for more details on hydrogen supply and 

sourcing. 

• Washington Gas’ Fleet Decarbonization: Washington Gas currently owns 130 

compressed natural gas (“CNG”) fueled vehicles, 165 dual-fuel vehicles running 

on CNG and gasoline, and 550 vehicles that run on gas or diesel. Washington 

Gas is planning to transition its fleet to low carbon fuels by 2030. This transition 

will occur in two steps. First, Washington Gas will procure renewable natural gas 

(RNG) to initially supply the CNG and dual-fuel vehicles (from CNG); the rate of 

transition will be based on contracted RNG supply. Second, the other 500 

gasoline/diesel vehicles will be converted to RNG based on when they are 

scheduled for replacement and when RNG supply is available.  

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (HFCEV) will be considered instead of 

vehicle transition to RNG when HFCEV vehicles with the same duty cycle are 

available and total cost of ownership parity is reasonably comparable.  

• M/HDV Customers Fleet Decarbonization: Washington Gas intends to offer 

fleet decarbonization services/programs, such as advisory services and RNG 

fueling options to meet duty cycle, maintenance, physical space, operations and 

emissions requirements, to local fleet operators with M/HDV vehicles that may be 

difficult to electrify.  

Washington Gas is currently conducting a market study with a set of large fleet 

customers in the region to assess and prioritize the most appropriate programs 

and services that would support its customers and the District emissions-free 

target. As part of Part 1, Washington Gas will complete its market study in early 

2022 and, based on its finding, develop a pilot program to best support regional 

M/HDV fleet owners. 
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Regulatory Treatment and Cost Recovery 

Washington Gas intends to recover costs associated with its climate initiatives by 

leveraging existing and newly proposed cost recovery mechanisms. As climate actions 

expand, it may be necessary to re-visit, modify or add new recovery mechanisms.  

Washington Gas’ funding mechanism “toolkit” includes:  

• Washington Gas’ Accelerated Pipe Replacement Program surcharge mechanism 

(APRP) that supports the PROJECTpipes infrastructure improvements 

• The energy efficiency surcharge mechanism (EE Surcharge) for End Use and 

Efficiency initiatives (approved in Formal Case No. 1160)  

• Washington Gas’ purchased gas cost recovery mechanism (PGC) to support 

Sourcing and Supply opportunities 

• Washington Gas’ proposed Climate Action Recovery Tariff (CART)20  

To illustrate, Washington Gas’ PGC could be utilized to recover costs associated with 

locally sourced renewable natural gas and consumed by our sales customers.  

In Washington Gas’ view, this cost recovery “toolkit” is well positioned as a framework to 

fund both Washington Gas’ near-term or ready-now initiatives as well as future, 

expanded initiatives as these emerge as part of the FC 1167 or other climate planning 

activities.  

 

 

20 Washington Gas will include the CART, and its mechanisms, in its next base rate case proceeding.  
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Table 1: Washington Gas Near-Term Climate Actions with Recovery Mechanism 

In addition to these defined measures by initiative, Washington Gas will also investigate 

other alternative and incentivizing mechanisms that could encourage additional types of 

investments and project development. While not described here, Washington Gas 

intends to describe these opportunities in the CCAP, Part 2 report, as warranted.  
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Flexibility, Partnerships, and Innovation 

As Washington Gas works to implement Part 1 of the CCAP, it is critical to recognize 

the need for flexibility, new partnerships, and innovation in many areas of its business 

and operating framework. Importantly, what will not change is its focus on safe, reliable, 

and affordable energy.   

Flexibility  

In terms of flexibility, Washington Gas is only highlighting that there are uncertainties 

inherent in pursuing and performing assessments, research, and development 

(including pilots and demonstrations), and planning that relates to programs and 

initiatives involving emerging markets for new energy technologies, products, and 

services. This implies that it is likely that technology and market developments will occur 

rapidly and there will be significant value in being able to pursue new promising 

directions that were not previously apparent.  

Partnerships  

Washington Gas sees the need for developing and sustaining partnerships as part of 

the long-term climate action process. Additionally, to succeed in meeting the District’s 

climate action goals, Washington Gas must further develop strong partnerships across 

the energy sector research community to position the company to take advantage of 

emerging technologies and trends. Washington Gas must also work with private 

industry to explore and incentivize project development opportunities, such as those 

within the biogas waste recovery sector and certified gas supply market. Washington 

Gas’ innovation will also entail new arrangements and coalitions of business and 

community interests who will most likely need to come together to capitalize on 

opportunities. Washington Gas will strive toward partnership outreach with diversity and 

inclusion principles infused throughout so that many points of view will inform this 

process. 

Innovation  

In all this activity, Washington Gas recognizes that there will be a need to be open to 

new innovations and ideas. Further, innovation will be best supported by constructive 

policy support that aligns incentives, incorporates improved planning, and addresses 

barriers to adoption to perceived risk levels. Most importantly, approaching this in a 

holistic energy system manner will provide the proper incentives to promote climate-
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beneficial investment choices when there are electric and gas system interactions and 

tradeoffs.  
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What’s Next? Washington Gas’ 30-year Vision  

Washington Gas, in Part 2 of the CCAP, will produce its programs and plans to work 

collaboratively with the District to achieve its long-term climate goals through 2050. 

Washington Gas is committed to meeting the needs of its customers, as well as 

supporting the policies and goals of the communities and the region in which it 

operates. These commitments are rooted in Washington Gas’ long operating history in 

the region and our focus on operating for the years and decades ahead.  

The following lays out our frame of reference and vision in what the Commission and 

other Stakeholders will see in Part 2 of the CCAP.  

A Multi-fuel Energy Ecosystem  

Washington Gas’ long-term vision for the region is of a multi-fuel and integrated energy 

ecosystem, one that includes prominent roles for a low carbon gaseous fuel system as 

well as an electric system characterized by higher levels of renewable electricity 

generation and increased reliance on distributed resources.  

This energy ecosystem will be increasingly inter-connected as curtailed renewable 

electricity will be captured into the gas system as clean hydrogen or synthetic methane, 

while low carbon gas can drive the dispatchable electricity generation to smooth out and 

complement the variable renewable energy from wind and solar.  

As the global climate challenge unfolds and the economy continues to grow, it is 

expected that there will be an increased demand for high levels of variable energy and 

an increase in need for electricity system reliability and resiliency. Meeting these 

investment and system needs will also require a significant build out of electric 

transmission and customer premise upgrades (for such applications as at-home vehicle 

battery chargers). A multi-fuel, integrated energy ecosystem that includes a strong, a 

low carbon gas system will help significantly in ensuring overall energy system reliability 

and resiliency at a lower cost to customers and society. 

Washington Gas’ Role in this Multi-fuel Energy Ecosystem  

Washington Gas is bullish on this multi-fuel and integrated energy ecosystem as the 

long-term destination. It considers Washington Gas’ strong starting point. Today, 

Washington Gas operates approximately $5B in natural gas system assets, delivering 

energy to its customers at very high levels of safety, reliability, and affordability.  
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The energy ecosystem will evolve in directions that further leverage the strength of 

Washington Gas’ operations, fuel delivery capabilities, and customer relationships. As 

fuel, electricity and transportation markets and technologies rapidly evolve, Washington 

Gas will be at the center of helping this innovation reach the District and its residents 

and businesses.  

New Products and Services  

Washington Gas’ vision includes the use of new low-carbon fuels to support new 

products and services to its current and future customers. This includes addressing the 

fuel needs within the rapidly evolving transportation sector. Also needed are ever-more 

meaningful and effective measures to incentivize Washington Gas’ customers to 

improve their end use energy efficiency, thereby reducing at every step the demand 

customers place on the energy supply system. At times, use of new low-carbon fuels 

will require new infrastructure to support low carbon fuel sourcing, storage, and 

distribution. Of course, Washington Gas’ goal must be to leverage the assets already in 

place.  

Actions to Fulfill This Long-Term Vision  

To fulfill this vision and play the role it believes is needed to secure a safe, reliable, 

affordable, and resilient energy system, Washington Gas plans to take concrete steps to 

help its customers and communities capture opportunities as they emerge in the rapidly 

evolving energy markets. Part 1 of the CCAP outlined concrete steps today. And Part 2 

of the CCAP will share a vision and framework for fulfilling this vision for the District and 

its residents.  
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Appendices 

Compendium: Initiatives – 5 Year Plan  
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Use Case 1: Energy Management, Behavioral  

Plan Area:  

End Use and Efficiency   
 

Description: 

Washington Gas uses the term “Use Case” in 

describing this broad area of program planning 

because, as explained below, the specific initiatives 

that will emerge from the FC No. 1160 process are 

not yet formally identified, nor are program design 

features known. For this reason, the CCAP is 

technically composed of 13 initiatives plus one Use Case.  

Washington Gas is identifying specific and potential End Use and Efficiency Initiatives to be pursued during its CCAP, 

Part 1 (2021-2025). As such, this Use Case is intended to serve as a general End Use and Efficiency descriptor until 

specific initiatives are further identified and developed.  

Presently, pursuant to FC No. 1160, Washington Gas is facilitating a Technical Potential Study for energy efficiency 

measures to be carried out by the Commission approved vendor, Applied Energy Group21. The purposes of this study 

are to identify feasible, equitable, and cost-effective End-Use initiatives and to lay out program design features, costs, 

and potential cost-effectiveness impact ranges. Washington Gas promotes the following criteria for selecting its final 

End Use and Efficiency set of initiatives for purposes of its FC No. 1167 planning: 

• The End Use and Efficiency initiatives should be separate and distinct from those offered by DCSEU in 
order to avoid duplicative efforts (though coordination and information sharing between Washington Gas and 
DCSEU can increase cost-effectiveness).  

• An emphasis on End Use initiatives Washington Gas has successfully promoted and deployed as part of the 
EmPOWER Maryland program and elsewhere in other operating areas.  

• A set of initiatives that are reasonable, feasible and likely cost-effective based on examples of energy 
efficiency programs offered by other local distribution companies (LDCs) within North America.  

 

Moreover, Washington Gas anticipates offering and promoting End Use measures in the following initiative areas. 

Note these are consistent with the CBP:  

• End Use reductions in New Residential Construction (e.g., promoting use of ENERGY STAR certification 
requirements)  

• Providing useful and actionable reports to customers about their energy use; incentivizing reductions in 
natural gas use, particularly around peak demand periods  

• Residential and Multifamily Equipment incentive programs (e.g., HVAC, water heaters, thermostats) 

• Education and home consultation programs  

• Weatherization programs, conservation kits 

• Income-qualified programs Washington Gas intends to propose, design, pilot and implement energy 
efficiency programs based on the result of the Technical Potential Study. 

 

21 Commission Order No. 21069 (issued December 2, 2021) 
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Climate Plan Alignment: By “End Use”, Washington Gas means any 

measure that reduces the energy use by Washington Gas’ end use 

customers.22 These measures by their nature are extremely valuable 

contributors to Washington Gas’ long term plan and related climate action 

goals to reduce energy use and in turn contributing to emissions reduction. 

Because these programs also involve interaction with customers, they also 

provide lots of leverage for other CCAP initiatives in terms of messaging, 

education, and feedback.  

 

As part of its CBP Washington Gas described that promoting energy 

efficiency is one of the best (cleanest, most cost effective) approaches to 

GHG emission reductions. “It avoids the need for new energy infrastructure, 

promotes conservation of our natural resources, lowers customer bills and 

creates jobs”.23 Washington Gas continues to affirm these statements. 

Washington Gas also affirms the overall goals for these End Use and 

Efficiency use case emissions reduction goals. At this time, Washington 

Gas is taking active measures to define and plan its End Use initiatives 

through the FC No. 1160 process. A Technical Potential Study is underway 

as part of this process.  

Timeframe / Milestones: Washington Gas intends to complete its 

Technical Potential Study of End Use measures and initiatives by August 1, 

2022. These will be brought forward to the Commission for review during 

2022. The Company anticipates a positive outcome of this process, and the 

inclusion of End Use and Efficiency initiatives with detailed program 

designs being folded into Washington Gas’ CCAP Initiatives, for 

implementation beginning in 2023. Washington Gas expects that many of 

these initiatives are long term, and will continue beyond the initial CCAP, 

Part 1 time frame.  

Benefits: The benefits of Washington Gas’ End Use and Efficiency 

initiatives will be the cost-effective reductions in energy use from each of its 

customer segments. Washington Gas also expects to advance in its ability 

to track and measure the efficacy of End Use measures for on-going 

reporting purposes. The specific energy savings/GHG abatement 

performance on annualized and lifetime terms is an important outcome of 

well-designed End Use measures.  

Projected Indicative Costs: Washington Gas will provide cost updates to 

the Commission when the specific portfolio of End Use initiatives is defined 

and program designs are established. Washington Gas anticipates initially 

that the proposed End Use programs in 2023 after the Technical Potential 

Study process under FC No. 1160 is completed.  

Key uncertainties and risks: The key uncertainty is customer 

participation. Washington Gas plans to address this uncertainty by raising 

customer awareness of these programs, the ease of access to these 

programs, ease of follow-through, the nature and level of rebates and other 

incentives, and other aspects that facilitate customer participation. 

 

 

22 Washington Gas believes it is more meaningful term than ‘energy efficiency’ in relation to the CCAP, but these terms can be used interchangeably without harm 

23 CBP, page 11.  

Cost Allocation:  
 N/A. 

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
The Technical Potential Study will provide 

Washington Gas with additional information 

that in turn will help it estimate the emissions 

reduction potential of different measures given 

their specific design parameters (scope, 

duration, investment, deployment rate, etc.).  

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas expects separate initiatives 

to have separate goals, based in part on cost-

effectiveness screening estimates and follow-

up tracking and verification methods.  

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
Washington Gas proposes that costs for 

supporting the End Use and Efficiency 

initiatives be recovered through the newly 

proposed energy efficiency surcharge 

mechanism.  

 Dependencies  
The End Use and Efficiency initiatives do not 

depend on other Climate Plan initiatives.  
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Initiative 1: Accelerated Pipeline Replacement 

Program  

Plan Area:  

Infrastructure and Operations  
 

Description:  

Launched in 2014, PROJECTpipes is a multi-phased approach to 

modernizing relatively higher risk segments of Washington Gas’ natural 

gas distribution infrastructure: 

• Phase 1 (2014-2020): successfully retired approximately 22.2 

miles of pipe and 4,308 service lines including service 

transfers  

• Phase 2 (2021-2023): proposing to replace approximately 14.3 

miles of pipe and 4,242 service lines including service transfers. 

 
 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

Washington Gas’ accelerated pipeline replacement work (referred to as its PROJECTpipes program) targets high 

priority/high importance assets for replacement, maximizing ROI on capital dollars spent towards infrastructure 

modernization. The program promotes safety, increased system reliability, and decreased GHG emissions within 

Washington Gas’ operating territory. While Washington Gas is pursuing this important initiative based multiple 

criteria, including safety and reliability, the improvements also make a valuable contribution to GHG emission 

reductions from baseline levels. Since 2014, PROJECTpipes has achieved a net cumulative reduction of 

approximately 22,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions, the equivalent of taking 4,785 vehicles off 

the road for one year. Continuation of the project will enable greater reductions. 

 

Background (Context): 
PROJECTpipes is Washington Gas’ 40-year accelerated pipeline replacement program launched in 2014 in the 

District of Columbia that is designed to enhance the safety and reliability of their distribution system. The plan, 

approved by the DC PSC, has allowed the Company to work over the years replacing aging infrastructure across 

Washington, D.C. Washington Gas recovers the associated costs through a PSC-approved billing surcharge. The 

first phase of the program ended in December 2020, with the second phase ongoing and PSC-approved through 

December 2023. 
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Timeframe / Milestones:  
See above. 

 

Benefits:  
In addition to increased safety and improved reliability that results from 

the modernization of the distribution system, the replacement provides 

the added benefits of reducing GHG emissions.  

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  
These will be filed as part of PROJECTpipes associated with APRP  

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  
The uncertainties and risk are the Commission not approving the plan 

expenditures as filed. This could possibly extend the plan past 40 years. 

 

  

Cost Allocation:  
The costs for PROJECTpipes are addressed 

through a surcharge and rider mechanism and 

have been already approved.  

 

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
Since 2014, PROJECTpipes has achieved a 

net cumulative reduction of approximately 

22,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide 

equivalent emissions, the equivalent of taking 

4,785 vehicles off the road for one year. 

Continuation of the project will enable greater 

reductions. 

 

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas has several metrics it uses to 

gauge main and service line integrity and 

performance, including: % reduction in fugitive 

methane leaks, service leaks per quad 

ranking, leak flow rate per mile, miles main 

pipe replaced, service lines replaced. 

 

Proposed Regulatory 

Treatment: 
The Company recovers cost for 

PROJECTpipes through a Surcharge/Rider 

Mechanism, and general rate case process 

and proceedings. 
 

Dependencies:  
N/A  

 

 

 

Cost Allocation:  
The costs for PROJECTpipes are addressed 

through a surcharge and rider mechanism and 

have been already approved.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
Since 2014, PROJECTpipes has been 

primarily responsible for a net cumulative 

reduction of approximately 22,000 metric tons 

of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions, the 

equivalent of taking 4,785 vehicles off the road 

for one year. Continuation of the project will 

enable greater reductions. 

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas has several metrics it uses to 

gauge main and service line integrity and 

performance, including: % reduction in fugitive 

methane leaks, service leaks per quad 

ranking, leak flow rate per mile, miles main 

pipe replaced, service lines replaced. 

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
The Company recovers cost for 

PROJECTpipes through a Surcharge/Rider 

Mechanism, and general rate case process 

and proceedings. 

Dependencies:  
N/A  
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Initiative 2: Advanced Leak Detection Pilot  

Plan Area:  

Infrastructure and Operations  
 

Description:  
Washington Gas will continue to support its advanced leak 

detection (ALD) pilot. The pilot’s main goal is to determine if 

insights about the location and extent of background methane 

emissions from its distribution system and other sources in the 

local community can be identified and used to guide repair or 

replacement of infrastructure more efficiently and effectively, 

thus leading climate change benefits.  

As part of the pilot, Washington Gas is securing ALD services for its territory from Satelytics, a leading satellite 

imaging company. This vendor captures infrared spectrum imaging data, and then applies these data to its advanced 

prediction algorithms to drive insights about potential sources (and extent) of methane emissions within the District. 

Washington Gas, in turn, will investigate how to apply this information to its asset replacement prioritization models. 

The pilot effort includes using field-gathered survey data to quality check the imaging-based results. The pilot is 

estimated to be complete by 2023. Based on its results, Washington Gas will explore the implementation of advanced 

leak detection techniques and potentially use them to improve asset repair and replacement activities. From a 

system-wide perspective, this advanced capability could lead to a reduction in methane emissions sooner than what 

is currently projected by the mains replacement program. Additionally, the advanced leak detection analysis may also 

lead to insights that further enrich Washington Gas’ condition-based maintenance models, thus leading to 

enhancements to field inspections and other forms of proactive maintenance.  

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

This initiative will advance Washington Gas’ system methane leak surveyance and detection capabilities. Once data 

gathering and analytical techniques are improved, Washington Gas should be able to integrate advanced leak 

detection analysis results into its asset replacement planning activities. Currently the pilot is limited to the DC region, 

if expanded system-wide, this advanced capability may lead to a reduction of methane losses sooner than what is 

currently projected for its mains replacement program. Additionally, the ALD analysis may also lead to insights that 

further enrich Washington Gas’ condition-based maintenance models, thus leading to enhancements to field 

inspections, direct measurement of emissions and other forms of proactive maintenance.  

 

Background (Context):  

The ALD pilot was kicked off in 2021. Washington Gas is currently under contract with Satelytics in support of the pilot. 

Additionally, Washington Gas has compliance reporting obligations for the pilot as identified in Formal Case No. 1154W 
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

The Pilot work consists of several stages. The first stage involves a 12-

month effort of data gathering working with its imaging vendor 

Satelytics, a company that uses satellite-based methane detection and 

proprietary algorithms to produce potential methane emission locations 

and emission rate estimates. Washington Gas expects the initial data 

collection phase to conclude June 2022. This will be followed by a 

period of around 12 months to work with analysis results to determine 

the strengths and weaknesses of the data and related prediction 

estimates. This phase will include checking the imaging data and 

analysis results with Washington Gas field measurements gathered 

through Washington Gas’ existing programmatic Leak Survey Program. 

A final stage is to bring the Pilot to a close with an evaluation that will 

address key Pilot study questions. 

 

Benefits:  

Washington Gas expects that the ALD pilot will yield many beneficial 

outcomes:  

• Determine the ease and cost of obtaining the imaging data and 

analysis results as a potential routine process 

• Determine the quality of the insights provided by quality checking 

them with Washington Gas’ field-verified information.  

• Evaluate the quality of the methane leak emissions data 

estimates and whether they can be used to support/sub-rank the 

order of asset replacement prioritization 

• Evaluate the quality of the data and insights gained to see how 

they can further improve Washington Gas’ current (standing) 

programmatic Leak Survey program 

Projected Indicative Costs: 

Washington Gas is authorized to spend up to $1.4M in operating 

Through Dec 2021, the ALD pilot will have incurred approximately 

$100,000 in costs. Satellite data acquisition costs are estimated to be 

$100,000 annually for 2022 and 2023 respectively. Additional costs 

may be incurred as the pilot progresses. 

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

Washington Gas believes the risks of the ALD pilot are minor. It has 

selected a leading imaging and analytics provider as its partner, who is 

being responsive and fulfilling contract obligations in a timely manner. It 

has staff dedicated to the pilot operating under an approved internal 

project plan. Pilot outcome goals are identified, as are timelines and 

milestones. The pilot does not have significant IT/OT system 

dependencies. Field collected data is routinely collected by the 

Company for standing purposes. The project is also of relatively short 

duration at 36 months.  

Cost Allocation:  
The ALD pilot is a separate Washington Gas 

initiative for District of Columbia customers. 

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
Washington Gas is not estimating methane 

emissions reductions associated with the Pilot 

as it is a precursor to other activities. 

However, the ALD pilot may help improve the 

quality of its system-wide methane fugitive 

loss estimates. 

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas will answer in a timely 

fashion (consistent with the pilot plan and 

schedule) the evaluation questions identified 

in Benefits. Additionally, the ALD pilot will 

determine – if warranted based on the results 

for the evaluation questions -- implementation 

steps for integrating these Pilot techniques 

into Washington Gas’ asset management 

practices.  

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 

Washington Gas will utilize the CART 

recovery mechanism for the ALD pilot.  

Dependencies:  
There are no significant dependencies to other 

climate plan initiatives.  
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Initiative 3: Advanced Leak Detection 

Implementation  

Plan Area:  

Infrastructure and Operations  
 

Description:  

Washington Gas anticipates that it will complete its ALD pilot by 

2023. The pilot will assist Washington Gas in determining the 

feasibility of adopting certain data gathering, analysis, and asset 

management process improvements. This initiative anticipates 

favorable, positive outcomes for the ALD pilot, with on-going 

implementation of advanced leak detection analytics and tools. As 

part of the ALD pilot Washington Gas will form recommendations 

about this opportunity and will provide an initial project plan. 

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

This initiative assumes that Washington Gas will be able to implement advanced leak detection techniques and use 

them to improve asset repair and replacement activities. From a system-wide perspective, this advanced capability 

may lead to a reduction of methane losses sooner than what is currently projected for its mains replacement program. 

Additionally, the advanced leak detection analysis may also lead to insights that further enrich Washington Gas’ 

condition-based maintenance models, thus leading to enhancements to field inspections and other forms of proactive 

maintenance. 

 

Background (Context):  

This initiative will build off upon the ALD pilot described the initiative above. The pilot was kicked off in 2021. 

Washington Gas is currently under contract with a satellite imagery provider/vendor in support of the pilot.  
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

Washington Gas anticipates implementing ALD techniques starting 

2024, based on the outcomes of its ALD pilot.  

 

Benefits:  

Washington Gas anticipates that implementing ALD techniques may:  

• Lead to some re-prioritization of mains replacement work, reducing 

methane emissions sooner than what would otherwise occur.  

• Improve routine asset maintenance and repair activities, also 

reducing methane emissions sooner than what would otherwise 

occur.  

• Improve the quality of fugitive emissions rate estimates from 

various types of asset conditions and classes  

• Improve the operational effectiveness of Washington Gas’ current 

programmatic leak survey program.  

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  

Costs are unknown at this time. Presumably costs may include such 

elements as: (a) operating personnel, (b) vendor imaging and analysis 

services, (c) IT/OT systems work to be in ready to routinely ingest and 

make use of data. Costs will be finalized based on the findings of the 

ALD pilot. 

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

There is growing awareness and confidence within the electric, gas and 

water utility sectors of the opportunities to improve asset management 

practices through improved data and analytics. This is backed up by 

growing sophistication in asset management practice-based data 

gathering capabilities, analysis tools, and vendor community support 

activities and services. This initiative is very well aligned to these 

general industry trends. Also, vendors of satellite-based gas detection 

services are increasing and evolving in their service capabilities. As the 

technology continues to improve, the use of satellite technology to 

pinpoint methane leakage has potential to significantly streamline leak 

identification and prioritization across utilities.  

 
  

Cost Allocation:  
Washington Gas anticipates that these 

techniques would have region-wide 

applicability, and likely managed as such, and 

therefore likely subject to jurisdictional cost 

sharing as appropriate which is currently 

estimated to be at 18% for the District region.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
The impact of GHG emissions reduction is 

unknown at this time. The principal driver of 

reductions is the elimination of fugitive 

methane emissions sooner than what would 

be eliminated through current asset 

replacement prioritization. 

Goals / Metrics:  

Washington Gas will develop specific goals 

and metrics for the implementation based on 

the learnings from ALD pilot identified in the 

above initiative. The goals of the ALD 

implementation is to realize the benefits 

identified in the ALD pilot Initiative Benefits 

section above.  

Proposed Regulatory Treatment:  

Washington Gas will utilize the CART 

recovery mechanism for the ALD program 

implementation, but any repair work would be 

subject to jurisdictional cost sharing as 

appropriate. 

Dependencies:  
This initiative is dependent on the ALD pilot 

initiative. Other dependencies will be identified 

after the results of the ALD pilot too. 
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Initiative 4: Methane Capture and 

Reinjection Program  

Plan Area:  

Infrastructure and 

Operations  
 

Description:  
This initiative leads to a direct reduction in methane 

released to the atmosphere. Washington Gas is has 

begun using drawdown compressors (“DDCs”) to 

capture and recover natural gas which would otherwise be released to the atmosphere during purging. The DDC 

accepts gas from piping that is being evacuated and safely transfers the gas to a ‘live’ portion of distribution or 

transmission system for customer use, thus avoiding any atmospheric loss. Washington Gas will ensure DDC 

equipment and trained crews are available for deployment and are used when feasible. Washington Gas is 

recognized as a leader in deploying this innovative technology, having presented at the 2021 Fall AGA Operations 

Conference on this application. As part of this initiative, Washington Gas is also piloting vacuum technology when 

bringing new infrastructure into service. With this technology, vacuum pumps will be used when purging piping into 

service, eliminating the need to vent methane during infrastructure commissioning (start-up).  

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

The use of drawdown compressors will lead to a direct reduction in methane released to the atmosphere. Based on 

current trends, Washington Gas estimates approximately 700k scf per annum. This can vary based on the type and 

scope of project workload. DDCs were identified in the CPB to reduce emissions and Washington Gas reaffirms 

continuing to use them as a component of their emissions reduction profile. 

 

Background (Context):  

Washington Gas has invested $630,000 to date on DDC . It began acquiring the equipment during 2018 and began 

piloting in 2019. The remaining equipment was purchased in 2020 and beginning in 2021 Washington Gas has 

trained internal and contractor crews on its deployment.  
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

Starting in 2022, Washington Gas will be capable of deploying DDC in 

a variety of construction, inspection, and repair situations. Washington 

Gas will use DDCs as standard practice any time a pipe is taken out of 

service which would traditionally require a blowdown. This can include, 

but not limited to, pipe replacement program, any time a pipe would be 

abandoned, component replacement & inline inspections.  

 

Washington Gas expects to achieve full deployment of the vacuum 

technology by year-end 2023. 

 

Benefits:  

Washington Gas estimates that the use of DDCs could capture 

700,000 scf of methane yearly that would otherwise vent to the 

atmosphere. This is equivalent to the gas needed to supply 5,000 

average sized homes in the District.  

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  

The system-wide ongoing costs for the DDC ongoing program costs 

are estimated to be $30,000 annually. The vacuum program pilot cost 

is estimated to be $50,000. 

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

Washington Gas believes there is minimal program risks associated 

with this initiative. The equipment has been purchased, is highly 

reliable and safe to operate, and Washington Gas’ internal and 

contractor crews are well trained. Washington Gas has established 

operating protocols for the deployment, operation, transportation, 

maintenance, and storage of this equipment. Tracking and reporting on 

the use of the equipment is reliable as well, as Washington Gas logs 

equipment use within its mobile field work order tools, as part of its 

ERP system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Cost Allocation:  
Washington Gas anticipates that these 

programs would have region-wide 

applicability, and likely managed as such, and 

therefore likely subject to jurisdictional cost 

sharing as appropriate which is currently 

estimated to be at 18% for the District region.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
GHG emissions reduction potential of 

approximately 700,000 scf per annum for DDC 

and vacuum technology. 

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas proposes to base the 

success of this initiative on the following 

factors:   

• Documented routine use of DDC on 
certain installation, repair or 
replacement work falling under 
operating protocols (captured 
annually)  

• Documented equipment availability  

• Development of engineering-based 
estimation of gas capture (loss 
avoidance)  

• Documentation of estimated 
emissions reductions through DDC 
use (annual)  

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
Washington Gas is assuming that there are 

opportunities to capture the costs of this 

initiative through the normal base rate and 

through a proposed new CART cost recovery 

mechanism.  

Dependencies:  
There are no significant dependencies to other 

climate plan initiatives.  
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Initiative 5: Hydrogen Blending: Integrity, Safety, 

and Protocols Development  

Plan Area:  

Infrastructure and Operations  
 

Description:  
This initiative is a set of required engineering assessments to 

determine the feasibility of injecting hydrogen into the Washington Gas 

transmission and distribution system. It directly supports Washington 

Gas’ ability to pursue its hydrogen blending pilot, which is described as 

a separate initiative. 

 

Washington Gas envisions injecting hydrogen into the existing natural 

gas pipe system to create a blended fuel stock. Long term, it is 

possible that entire sections of the system could be repurposed for 

hydrogen transportation and storage. These assessments are aimed at identifying the physical characteristics of 

hydrogen at various levels of blends, quality, volumes and pressures at various points of injection and withdrawal on 

the Washington Gas system. The physical characteristics of hydrogen transport and storage will be evaluated in 

relationship to established and emerging standards, protocols, rules and related requirements. Washington Gas will 

also assess the impact on existing pipeline infrastructure by material type (plastic, mixed, steel etc.), meters, valves 

etc., by different blend levels, pressures will need to be assessed.  

 

Assessments include or cover the following key areas:  

• Washington Gas’ engineers are tasked with monitoring and tracking industry research related to hydrogen’s 
properties in relation to natural gas infrastructure and its material properties. (This research spans the value 
chain of handling hydrogen – generation, delivery, storage, injection, metering, quality, distribution, takeout, 
etc.).  

• Washington Gas’ engineers are identifying the specific engineering properties that must be addressed to 
understand how hydrogen performs in relation to existing and emerging standards, protocols, rules and 
requirements.  

• Washington Gas will assess the effect of blended gas on end use appliances, safety protocols, Washington 
Gas resources training, meter accuracy, Washington Gas’ pipeline integrity management related upgrades 
that includes blended gas.  
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Climate Plan Alignment: 

This initiative, while assessment oriented, points out that required and 

essential study and assessment work is needed to ensure that 

hydrogen can be generated, stored, mixed/injected, distributed, and 

metered in a manner that comports with emerging protocols and 

standards. This initiative is therefore essential as part of the climate 

plan. The use of hydrogen across a spectrum of applications – 

residential and commercial point of use, fleets, storage in support of 

DER, etc. – is known to be climate friendly assuming the hydrogen 

feedstock is generated in an environmentally sustainable manner.  

 

Background (Context):  

Washington Gas is actively involved in a wide range of hydrogen 

initiatives. These all require more thorough understanding of the 

physical characteristics of the fuel in its handling, throughout the 

generation, transportation, and storage value-chain. Before 

Washington Gas can proceed with its hydrogen blending pilot, it must 

review and ascertain all relevant and pertinent fuel handling-related 

properties and related standards, protocols and other requirements.  

 

Timeframe / Milestones:  

The assessment will continue throughout the 5-year climate plan period 

and will continue past this period.  

 

Benefits:  
Washington Gas expects that the hydrogen assessment will yield many 

beneficial outcomes:  

• Identify the standards and protocols and other requirements 
involved in the use of hydrogen within each impacted system and 
asset on Washington Gas’ system (in relation to the proposed 
pilot).  

• Determine necessary changes to these standards and protocols  

• Continue to evaluate current issues and trends on material safety in 
the blending of hydrogen 

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  
Supporting the assessment activities identified as part of this initiative 

will require yearly operating expenditures and program costs. These 

costs will be determined as the scope of the pilot is designed. There 

may be opportunities to capitalize a portion of this work to the physical 

pilot infrastructure for the blending research (identified as a separate 

initiative).  

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  
Washington Gas is unable to complete these assessments 

independently. Washington Gas is leveraging the work being 

performed on the safe and reliable handling of hydrogen throughout the 

industry. 

Cost Allocation:  
Washington Gas anticipates that these 

techniques would have region-wide 

applicability, and likely managed as such, and 

therefore likely subject to jurisdictional cost 

sharing as appropriate which is currently 

estimated to be at 18% for the District region.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
While there are no emissions reductions 

associated with this initiative, this initiative is 

required to achieve the emissions reductions 

associated with the use of hydrogen in the 

Washington Gas system. 

Goals / Metrics:  
In order to use hydrogen, Washington Gas 

must understand its physical properties under 

a wide range of conditions and within various 

physical systems and assets. Washington Gas 

must also align its practices to established or 

emerging protocols and standards related to 

these uses. This initiative will resolve key 

questions regarding the safe and reliable 

handling of hydrogen – and related standards 

and protocols that must be adhered to (across 

the value chain) that must be resolved for 

Washington Gas to implement the hydrogen 

blending pilot.  

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
Washington Gas proposes that the 

incremental costs for the assessments that 

are not captured as part of Washington Gas’ 

current rate case be treated as recoverable 

under future CART recovery mechanism. 

Dependencies:  
There are no significant dependencies to 

execute this program or to other Washington 

Gas climate plan initiatives.  
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Initiative 6: Hydrogen Blending Pilot  

Plan Area:  

Infrastructure and Operations  
 

Description:  
Based on literature reviews, ongoing R&D and numerous pilot 

studies on impact to existing gas infrastructure from hydrogen 

blending, a 2 -20% by volume of hydrogen blended gas appears to 

not adversely affect end use applications. While this provides the 

size and scope of decarbonization potential via hydrogen blending, a 

complete assessment of Washington Gas’ infrastructure readiness, 

upgrades, and new additions up to and including the customer meter 

is required 

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

Blending of hydrogen may be an important direction for achieving climate action goals. Washington Gas must, 

therefore, understand the full value-chain of sourcing, handling, storing, injecting and metering various concentrations 

of hydrogen in the distribution system.  

 

Background (Context):  

Washington Gas envisions injecting hydrogen into the existing natural gas pipeline system to create a blended fuel 

stock. Long term, it is possible that entire sections of the system could be repurposed for hydrogen transportation and 

storage. This pilot builds in Washington Gas’ assessments in this area to identifying the physical characteristics of 

hydrogen at various levels of blends, quality, volumes, and pressures at various points of injection and withdrawal on 

the Washington Gas system (e.g., assets include pipes, values, pumps, heaters, blowers, meters, regulators, 

samplers etc.). 

  

Hydrogen blending integrates concentrations of hydrogen into existing natural gas pipelines to reduce the carbon 

intensity of the methane at end use equipment. From a sourcing perspective, hydrogen can be produced from a 

broad portfolio. By way of background, U.S natural gas utilities have announced several hydrogen pilot projects with 

more than half involving the production of hydrogen. 
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

Washington Gas intends to complete the certain assessments that are 

pre-cursors to the pilot during 2023-2024. The pilot design would be 

completed within 12-24 months of these assessments.  

 

Benefits:  

Washington Gas expects that the hydrogen blending pilot will yield 

many beneficial outcomes:  

• Monitor and measure hydrogen blend performance in relation to 

various standards and protocols in a highly controlled, safe and 

reliable manner.  

• Determine operational practices and considerations  

• Verify metering standard and practices  

• Quantify GHG emission reductions  

• Estimate performance and cost effects  

• Gain experience on hydrogen sourcing, handling, blending and 

management  

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  

The initiative costs will be determined during the design of the pilot. 

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

There is uncertainty around the impact hydrogen will have on the 

Washington Gas system and is being addressed by the limited scope 

and by leveraging broad industry lessons and expertise. 

 

 

  

Cost Allocation:  
The cost allocation of the pilot will be based 

on the design of the pilot.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  

Washington Gas believes that the emission 

reductions associated with this limited pilot are 

small, but the pilot enables of application of 

hydrogen into the Washington Gas system 

which holds promise as a GHG reduction 

pathway.  

Goals / Metrics:  
Goals include a successful use of hydrogen in 

a small number of customer locations and in 

limited portion of the Washington Gas 

distribution system. Goals also include gaining 

valuable information about hydrogen sourcing 

and supply requirements including physical 

properties of hydrogen use under a wide 

range of conditions and within various physical 

systems and assets. Washington Gas also 

hopes to use this pilot to help align its 

practices to established or emerging protocols 

and standards.  

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 

Washington Gas is assuming that there are 

opportunities to capture the costs of this 

initiative through the normal base rate and 

through a proposed new CART cost recovery 

mechanism.  

Dependencies:  
This pilot depends on the important and 

parallel work in the area of the hydrogen 

blending assessments identified in the 

Hydrogen Blending: Integrity, Safety, and 

Protocols Development Initiative above. 
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Initiative 7: Direct Measurement 

Protocol Development  

Plan Area:  

Infrastructure and Operations  
 

Description:  

Washington Gas is participating in a Gas Technology 

Institute (GTI) initiative, along with other participants to 

develop protocols for the direct measurement of GHG 

emissions. 
 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

Washington Gas’ participation in GTI initiative and development of a standardized approach to measure GHG 

emissions. It will allow the evaluation of GHG emissions across the gas supply chain allowing Washington Gas to 

properly measure GHG emissions. 
 

Background (Context):  

Recently there has been a great expansion in the number and types of equipment and technologies available that 

can more accurately assess GHG emissions from a wide range of activities relating to gas distribution – from 

wellhead extraction to pipes to meters. However, there is no established and broadly accepted protocol to utilize, 

collect, analyze and consistently report this data. Today’s emissions inventories are generally based upon dated 

processes and inputs and do not capture actual emissions. Rather emissions inventories depend upon desktop 

calculations that utilize asset type and count, or asset type by miles, together with very dated emission factors. 
 

Washington Gas, along with other industry and academic experts and environmental NGOs will participate in the 

development of this open, transparent effort to enhance the accuracy of emissions data which will enable the 

Company to assess actual emissions from different sources and then more efficiently deploy resources to achieve 

reductions with the greatest actual benefit.  

 

GTI has developed a framework to create a standardized approach to the collection, analysis, reporting, and overall 

utilization of data obtained from every aspect of an organization’s natural gas supply chain including generation, 

transmission, and distribution. In addition to obtaining accurate quantifications of methane emissions, the initiative 

aims to improve the transparency of the data collection and usage from an organization’s natural gas supply chain; 

the open process will allow for applications related to certification standards, regulatory reporting, and buyer and 

investor transparency. 

 
 

Part of the initiative is development of technical protocols and methodologies that target each aspect of the natural 

gas supply chain: 

- The Methane Intensity Protocol, which will define methane intensities for each segment of the natural gas 
supply chain. 

- The Measurement Protocol, which will describe how to take measurements to inform emission inventories, 
by segment. 

- The Reconciliation Protocol, which will reconcile emissions factor inventory with actual measurements, by 
segment. 

- The Supply Chain Summation Protocol, which will sum up multiple segments for a supply chain methane 
emissions intensity. 

- The Audit and Assurance Protocol, which will provide guidance for verifying an emissions inventory and for 
third-party auditing 
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

The GTI initiative launched officially in September 2021. The protocols 

will be finalized by the end of 2022. 

 

Benefits:  

• Adherence to peer-reviewed methodology that will allow for 

objective quantification of methane emissions related data  

• Ability to measure emissions reduction metrics, set credible and 

sound emissions reductions targets, and accurately track against 

set goals transparently and confidently  

• Framework to quantify other emissions reduction initiatives 

Washington Gas plans to engage in, demonstrating transparency 

and adherence to an independent, objectively derived framework 

to the PSC 

• Re-emphasize Washington Gas’ commitment to being a data-

driven organization  

 

Development of a more accurate quantification protocol may actually 

show overestimates of emission values by Washington Gas across 

certain aspects of the supply chain (i.e., organizations using inventory-

based, emissions factor quantification methods actually overestimate 

emissions from certain assets) 

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  

Program costs and staffing for this multi-year effort are anticipated to 

incur a total cost of $150.000. The cost of the direct measurement 

program to DC customers would be approximately $27,000. 

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

The GTI framework is currently in a state of development – no timeline 

appears to exist upon completion of the protocol, ultimately meaning in 

an open-ended timeline of Washington Gas adoption of the framework.  

 

Washington Gas will also likely need to perform its own due diligence 

on the protocol’s development and come to consensus on its efficacy 

and accuracy, and ultimately, whether the organization is ready to 

adopt the framework as part of its operations.  

 

 

  

Cost Allocation:  
Washington Gas anticipates that these 

techniques would have region-wide 

applicability, and likely managed as such, and 

therefore likely subject to jurisdictional cost 

sharing as appropriate which is currently 

estimated to be at 18% for the District region. 

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
While adherence to the Direct Measurement 

Protocol may not result in direct emissions 

reduction potential, it provides a framework by 

which to quantify other emission cutting 

initiatives. Adoption of a standardized 

framework to collect and manage methane 

emissions data will allow Washington Gas to 

set achievable reduction goals and track 

progress against those goals transparently 

and objectively. 

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas proposes to base the 

success of this initiative on the following 

factors:   

• Standardized set of methodologies and 
KPIs to quantify methane emissions that 
can be shared with stakeholders and 
regulatory bodies 

• Acceptance of such quantification 
methods by regulatory bodies 

 

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
Washington Gas is assuming that there are 

opportunities to capture the costs of this 

initiative through the normal base rate and 

through a proposed new CART cost recovery 

mechanism.  

Dependencies to other Climate Plan 

Initiatives:  
The following dependencies exist for 

participation in this program: 

• GTI’s initiative is still in flight, therefore 
Washington Gas cannot move to adopt 
the framework until its completion. 

• Post completion of the standards 
development, Washington Gas will need 
to perform its own internal validation and 
due diligence as well as may be required 

to seek regulatory approval. 
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Initiative 8: Combined Heat and Power  

 

Plan Area:  

End Use and Efficiency  

 

Description:  
Washington Gas is promoting and encouraging CHP as 

a specific End Use and Efficiency Initiative as part of its 

5-year program (2021-2025) through the provision of incentives and equipment rebates through Washington Gas’ 

energy efficiency programs. Washington Gas has a tariff in place to encourage CHP development.24 CHP reflects the 

growing sophistication by site owners and operators of multifamily properties and at larger commercial facilities, such 

as universities and hospitals, to meet the full spectrum of their ‘campus’ energy needs through highly efficient and 

coordinated energy systems. As GE Gas Power’s website explains: “CHP is not a single technology, but an energy 

system of individual components that work together to generate electricity and to produce heat that can be utilized in 

a process.”25 While CHP is site and facility-specific, and projects can often have long lead times, Washington Gas 

has identified a market potential of over 750 sites within the District that may be appropriate for CHP development 

and deployment.26   

CHP can be understood as a set of sophisticated process technologies that can be arranged as a coordinated, 

facility-wide energy system mainly at large commercial facilities and multifamily homes. CHP reduces GHG emissions 

by offering building owners and large, energy intensive processing operations ways to meet a facility’s total energy 

needs by generating electricity on site and capturing the resulting waste heat for use in a variety of downstream 

thermal processes. Overall electricity demand of the facility is therefore reduced, as are overall emissions (assuming 

a highly efficient prime mover). CHP is now playing an important role in microgrid design and is frequently being 

paired with distributed energy (such as rooftop solar), batteries, and renewable gas, to further improve total process 

efficiency and cost performance, while also strengthening grid resiliency. These arrangements also support the 

facility owner’s sustainability goals given the reductions in GHG and criteria pollutant emissions.  

For example, one recently commissioned multifamily CHP installation, at Marbury Plaza, is responsible for GHG 

emission reductions of approximately 2,400 MTCO2 avoided (annually).  

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

CHP deployments are well-aligned to Washington Gas’ climate actions. CHP technologies are mature and reliable. 

Natural gas-fired prime movers can utilize certified natural gas and renewable natural gas as alternative low-carbon 

fuels become more widely sourced. These low carbon-fuels will further drive down GHG emissions. The before- and 

after- energy and emission balances for any given CHP installation can be reliably and well estimated and measured.  

CHP can play a valuable role in microgrids, thereby improving system resiliency, which in turn further supports local 

DER installations. 

 

Background (Context):  
CHP is a technique and set of technologies that achieve high levels of process efficiency that are based on using 

high efficiency technology – such as natural-gas fired turbines, -- to generate electricity, and then to capture the 

waste heat generated by this process to generate steam or hot water. These can be used for space heating, cooling, 

domestic hot water, and industrial processes. CHP is efficient because it generates electricity with natural gas on- site 

and displaces the need to generate electricity and deliver it from the central grid which results in line loss of 2/3 of the 

 

24 See Washington Gas Tariff, Delivery for Service For Combined Heat and Power/Distributed Generation Facilities, Rate Schedule 7.  
25 See https://www.ge.com/gas-power/applications/  
26 Identified within ICF analysis in support of Washington Gas’ Climate Business Plan, March 2020.  

https://www.ge.com/gas-power/applications/
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energy generated (thereby reducing GHG emissions) and using a mix of 

sources including oil and coal. It also makes efficient use of the thermal 

energy generated by the on-site power production. CHP is therefore 

typically located at facilities where there is a need for both electricity and 

thermal energy. The CHP system’s thermal output displaces the fuel 

otherwise consumed in an on-site boiler, and the electric output 

displaces fuel generated by central station power plants. CHP 

installations can also offer enhanced local grid reliability and resilience 

as heat and power are generated on-site. 

Timeframe / Milestones:  

Washington Gas anticipates that its Technical Potential Study, like the 

Climate Business Plan, will continue to emphasize the value and 

importance of CHP development to improve the overall energy footprint 

at large commercial, government and multifamily facilities in the District. 

Washington Gas estimates that during the Climate Change Action 

Program, Part 1 (5-Year Plan) timeframe with Commission support, it is 

not unreasonable to expect the development of 20-30 additional CHP 

installations in the District, displacing an additional 20,000-30,000 

MTCO2 avoided (annually). CHP installations are highly site specific, 

and adaptable to a wide range of commercial and industrial 

circumstances, hence the wide range on a per-site basis. 

 

Benefits:  

CHP is highly energy efficient and reduces overall GHG emissions. CHP 

makes economic sense and is often pursued in new construction and 

major upgrades at large commercial buildings, government and 

multifamily facilities. Benefits are well-understood and reliably measured. 

CHP is also highly site specific in their design, sizing, throughput 

efficiencies, and other key attributes, that reflect unique facility 

requirements. CHP offers a degree of reliability and resiliency as it 

complements the grid. 

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  

Washington Gas expects that the Technical Potential Study currently 

underway will identify a reasonable budget for CHP-related incentives 

and equipment rebates.  

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

Achieving process efficiencies through CHP deployment is becoming 

more complex as opportunities for micro-grids, rooftop solar, battery 

storage and other distributed resources grow.  

 

Although natural gas usage increases with CHP, the GHG savings come 

from electricity displacement, and this will require Commission support 

and acknowledgement that the overall District GHG reductions are being 

measured.  

Cost Allocation:  
Cost allocation will depend on the specific 

program(s) enacted.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
CHP is well aligned to Washington Gas’ 

climate emission reduction goals for the 

District. CHP’s remissions reduction potential 

is facility, process, and site specific. WG 

estimated that net GHG reductions potential 

from CHP through 2025 at 20,000 to 30,000 

MT CO2e.  

Goals / Metrics:  
CHP development requires Washington Gas’ 

commitment and focus and Commission 

support. As part of its climate actions, WG 

commits to the following activities:  

- Dedicate a team of employees 
(engineers and analysts) to assist 
customers with evaluation of CHP 
solutions 

- Track and report achievement of 5-year 
plan goals and GHG emission 
reductions 

- Manage CHP program and incentive 
budget 

- Educate customers and installation 
contractors on the benefits of CHP and 
available incentives 

 
Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
WG anticipates that incentives for CHP will be 

recovered through the energy efficiency 

surcharge. 
 
Dependencies:  
There are no dependencies to other Climate 

Plan initiatives. 
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Initiative 9: Sourcing of Certified Gas  

Plan Area:  

Sourcing and Supply  

 

Description:  

Certified Gas (CG) is produced using operationally 

effective upstream extraction practices that have been 

certified to differentiate wells and wellheads that 

mitigate methane leaks during extraction resulting in 

lower GHG intensity 

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

CG, while it does not directly impact the District’s emissions, directly supports the District’s climate goals. CG 

incentivizes upstream producers to reduce the methane intensity of supply, thus lowering overall global emissions. 

 

Background (Context):  

Washington Gas signed a contract with Chesapeake Energy Corporation, in partnership with Project Canary, to 

procure and deliver low emission intensity CG that meets a high level of emissions reductions standards. This first 

CG contract resulted in a significant reduction in greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions. This transaction is estimated to 

have reduced approximately 4,600 metric tons of CO2e when compared to the industry average, which is the 

equivalent of taking approximately 1,000 passenger vehicles off the road.  
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

Washington Gas plans to continue to pursue CG contracts and similar 

opportunities to reduce the carbon intensity of the energy Washington 

Gas delivers to its customers. 

 

In addition to the existing contract with Chesapeake, Washington Gas is 

planning to incrementally increase the amount of CG. 

 

Benefits:  

CG, while it does not directly impact the District’s emissions, directly 

supports the District’s climate goals. CG incentivizes upstream 

producers to reduce the methane intensity of supply, thus lowering 

overall global emissions.  

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  

Washington Gas’ supply contract with Chesapeake was at zero 

premium. The future costs will be dependent on market conditions at 

that time. 

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

The following uncertainties exist for this initiative: 

• Ability to successfully establish sourcing agreements with CG 

suppliers 

 

 
  

Cost Allocation:  
N/A  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
CG is demonstrated to have GHG reduction 

benefits of 5.01 kg/cCO2e/MMBtu based on 

the current supply transaction. 

Goals / Metrics:  

Washington Gas proposes to base the 

success of this initiative on the following 

factors:   

• Pursue contracts to secure supplies 
consistent with GHG goals 

 
Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
Costs associated with these activities will be 

recovered through Washington Gas, the 

Company’s Purchased Gas Cost mechanism, 

or possible allocation between sales service 

and delivery service, as appropriate. 

 

Dependencies:  
In order to successfully execute this initiative, 

Washington Gas will depend on the ability to 

successfully source Certified Gas, there are 

no dependencies to other Climate Plan 

initiatives. 
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Initiative 10: Sourcing of Renewable 

Natural Gas  

 
Plan Area:  

Sourcing and Supply  

 

Description:  

Through the Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) Program, 

Washington Gas plans to secure locally produced and out-of-territory sources of RNG into its gas supply portfolio to 

support emissions reductions. RNG redirects methane out of locations in which it harms the environment (e.g. 

landfills, wastewater treatment, and farms) and into the gas pipeline. 

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

RNG redirects methane from the natural environment and injects it into the natural gas pipeline, resulting in a carbon-

neutral fuel that supports energy storage, resiliency, and GHG emissions reductions and is a 100% offset to 

geological natural gas. 

 

Background (Context):  

The RNG Program is not currently in flight due to factors including: 

• Lack of interconnection infrastructure. 

• Lack of cost recovery mechanisms. 

 

A variety of options for managing costs of RNG into the Washington Gas supply are being considered including: 

• Transportation-specific programs: customers opt to utilize RNG exclusively for transportation 

• Voluntary program: customers voluntarily opt to pay a premium for low carbon fuel 

• Low carbon fuel mandate borne by all customers (both sales and transportation) 
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

Washington Gas has executed its first RNG interconnection contract 

with Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission in 2021. Washington 

Gas is actively pursuing policy and regulatory framework to procure 

RNG supply and working on securing in-territory supply. It anticipates 

being able to start RNG procurement in 2024. 

 

Benefits:  

• RNG is a 100% offset to geological natural gas 

• Methane is captured in creating RNG that would otherwise 

negatively impact the environment 

• Reduction of GHG emissions 

• Support D.C. climate objectives by reducing carbon emissions 1:1 

for system supply derived from RNG 

 

Projected Indicative Costs:  

Costs for the RNG initiative will be provided as the specific 

opportunities are developed. 

 

Key uncertainties and risks:  

Known risks and dependencies include associated RNG infrastructure 

development mentioned above and RNG customer demand 
 

 

 
  

Cost Allocation:  
Cost allocation will depend on the specific 

program(s) enacted.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
RNG is a 100% offset to geological natural 

gas.  

Goals / Metrics:  
WG has the following goals for this initiative: 

• Develop contracts with RNG suppliers  

• Develop infrastructure programs to 
extend T&D pipes 

• Developing new informational 
infrastructure to account for injection and 
distribution 

• Enhance 

• Washington Gas’ billing system to track 
costs, volumes, and environmental 
attributes 

• Account for injection and distribution of 
RNG by participants in the Company’s 
Customer Choice program 

• Educating and providing outreach to 
customers about the program 

 
Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
 Costs associated with these activities will be 

recovered through the following mechanisms: 

• CART: The Company’s Climate Action 
Recovery Tariff being proposed in rate 
case 

• WG: The Company’s Purchased Gas 
Cost mechanism, or possible allocation 
between sales service and delivery 
service, as appropriate. 

• Special tariff: the Company may file a 
special tariff or special negotiated 
contract 

Dependencies:  
In order to successfully execute this initiative, 

WG will depend on the ability to successfully 

source RNG. There are no dependencies to 

other Climate Plan initiatives. 
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Initiative 11: Hydrogen Fleet Conversion 

Pilot  

Plan Area:  

Transportation  
 

Description:  
Washington Gas will transition key class categories of its gas 

and diesel medium and heavy-duty vehicle fleet to zero 

emission Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (“HFCEVs”). At 

this time, the company expects to replace compressed natural 

gas (“CNG”) / renewable natural gas (“RNG”) vehicles with HFCEVs when cost parity is met.  

 

Washington Gas will conduct a pilot program to develop and construct a hydrogen generation and refueling 

infrastructure to meet the fueling needs of 2-4 MDVs of Washington Gas’ fleet 

 

Medium and heavy-duty vehicles offer an ideal opportunity for new clean energy mobility technologies: they are 

centrally fueled and maintained, operate on fixed routes, and can more easily accommodate the size and weight of 

modern technologies. The HFCEV’s will utilize on-board hydrogen storage, a fuel cell system, and high-voltage 

batteries. The fuel cell uses hydrogen to produce electricity, with waste products of heat and water. The electricity is 

used to charge the high-voltage batteries, propel the vehicle through an electric motor, and power vehicle 

accessories through power electronics.  

The transition will include partnering with key vehicle manufacturers for the design and delivery of the required 

HFCEVs, as well as the installation of the required hydrogen production, storage and fueling infrastructure. 

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 

Although the CBP does not discuss transportation sector decarbonization at length, it does recognize some of the 

actions outlined in the CBP to decarbonize natural gas distribution will help reduce emissions in other sectors, such 

as reducing emissions produced by transportation. Given that the transport sector accounts for 24% of GHG 

emissions in the District (2019), opportunity exists for Washington Gas to assist in reducing GHG emissions within 

the transport sector by supporting and facilitating the use of lower carbon fuel by vehicles. This pilot will help further 

progress decarbonization of Washington Gas’ fleet and align with overall reduction of emissions and particulate 

matter within the District.  

 

Background (Context):  

The District of Columbia enacted the CleanEnergy DC Omnibus Amendment Act of 2018 that requires all public 

transportation and privately owned fleet vehicles to become emissions-free by 2045. Washington Gas’ fleet of 

vehicles are not registered in the District of Columbia and therefore are not directly impacted by the CleanEnergy DC 

Omnibus Amendment Act of 2018. In order to support the objectives of the District’s greenhouse gas (“GHG”) goals, 

Washington Gas proposes to reduce GHG emissions from Medium & Heavy Duty (MHD) vehicles, some of which 

may be challenging to electrify and therefore could pose an opportunity to pilot HFCEVs. 
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Timeframe / Milestones:  
The pilot will start in 2022 and expected to be completed by 2024. Upon 

completion of the pilot, Washington Gas expects to utilize the learnings 

from the pilot to develop a HFCEV program, if deemed viable. 

Benefits:  
The pilot program will provide insights to scale up the project design for 

commercial deployment. HFCEVs provide a clean energy sustainable 

alternative to replace internal combustion engines powered by gasoline 

and diesel fuel. If found effective and economical, HFCEVs can provide 

a path for Washington Gas to considerably reduce their GHG emissions 

further. Additionally, HFCEVs will not require long periods of idle time 

waiting to refuel as HFCEVs have the ability to refuel in similar times 

compared to traditional ICE vehicles and have driving ranges over 250 

miles. Understanding HFCEVs not only benefits Washington Gas fleet, 

but also provides Washington Gas with insight how to advise customer 

fleets into the future. 

Projected Indicative Costs:  
The total capital expenditure of the pilot is expected to be 

approximately $4.0 million. Hydrogen production technology as well as 

vehicle manufacturer vendor / upfitter technology selection is under 

consideration. Washington Gas is currently evaluating multiple methods 

for hydrogen production. We estimate that the cost of the generation 

and refueling infrastructure will be approximately $2.0 million and that 

the procurement of two to four medium duty HFCEVs will cost $2.0 

million. 

Key uncertainties and risks:  
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles is proven technology in early 
commercial adoption for light duty vehicles, with limited risks. 
Washington Gas is collaborating with CTE (Center for Transportation 
and Environment) to design and mitigate design risks for medium duty 
vehicles. Supply chain related logistical issues can slow down the pilot.  

Cost Allocation:  
Washington Gas anticipates that these 

techniques would have region-wide 

applicability, and likely managed as such, and 

therefore likely subject to jurisdictional cost 

sharing as appropriate which is currently 

estimated to be at 18% for the District region.  

Emissions Reduction Potential:  

Washington Gas believes that the emission 

reductions associated with this limited pilot are 

small. Significant GHG reductions can be 

achieved if the pilot is expanded to 

commercially feasible program. A typical class 

6/7 MDV vehicle emits 17 – 24 MT of CO2e 

per 10,000 miles depending on the weight and 

driving conditions. 

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas proposes to base the 

success of this initiative on the following 

factors:   

• Procure 2-4 HFCEV to complete the 
pilot 

• Validate the refueling time and 
driving range for HFCEVs and the 
impact of overall vehicle 
maintenance schedule 

• Gain understanding on program 
requirements and identify what 
information is needed to successfully 
implement this solution at scale.  

• Utilize learnings and findings to 
develop and implementation program 
to expand upon the pilot. 

     
Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
Washington Gas proposes that the 

incremental costs for the assessments that 

are not captured as part of Washington Gas’ 

current rate case be treated as recoverable 

under future CART recovery mechanism. 

 

Dependencies:  
This pilot can be implemented independently 

as it has no dependencies on other Climate 

Plan initiatives. 
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Initiative 12: Washington Gas Fleet 

Decarbonization  

Plan Area:  

Transportation  

 

 

Description:  
Washington Gas is looking to its own fleet of approximately 850 vehicles to assess the carbon emissions reduction 

opportunity that exists, through transitioning this fleet and its supporting infrastructure to low-carbon fuels. 

Washington Gas will begin procuring RNG to supply its fleet. 

 

The RNG will be supplied in accordance with all rules and requirements of the Renewable Fuel Standards (“RFS”), 

which will result in the generation of a Renewable Identification Number (“RIN”) credit that offset the incremental cost 

of the gas. Washington Gas’ fleet currently includes 130 CNG vehicles and 165 bi-fuel vehicles. Utilizing RNG as the 

source of natural gas for these vehicles will reduce GHG emissions. Washington Gas will strive to convert / replace 

its fleet of diesel / gasoline vehicles with CNG vehicles. Washington Gas will also build infrastructure (compression 

stations & refueling infrastructure) to service the higher number of natural gas vehicles in the fleet.  

Washington Gas will monitor the viability of HFCEV applications for its fleet and transition its fleet purchasing from 

CNG to Hydrogen as a fuel source once the cost parity is met. 

 

Climate Plan Alignment: 
Although the CBP does not discuss transportation sector decarbonization at length, it does recognize some of the 

actions outlined in the CBP to decarbonize natural gas distribution will help reduce emissions in other sectors, such 

as reducing emissions produced by transportation. Given that the transport sector accounts for 24% of GHG 

emissions in the District (2019), opportunity exists for Washington Gas to assist in reducing GHG emissions within 

the transport sector by supporting and facilitating the use of lower carbon fuel by vehicles. This pilot will help further 

progress decarbonization of Washington Gas’ fleet and align with overall reduction of emissions and particulate 

matter within the District.  

 
Background (Context):  
The District of Columbia enacted the CleanEnergy DC Omnibus Amendment Act of 2018 that requires all public 

transportation and privately owned fleet vehicles to become emissions-free by 2045. Washington Gas’ fleet of 

vehicles are not registered in the District of Columbia and therefore are not directly impacted by the CleanEnergy DC 

Omnibus Amendment Act of 2018. In order to support the objectives of the District’s greenhouse gas (“GHG”) goals,  

Washington Gas proposes to reduce GHG emissions from Medium & Heavy Duty (MHD) vehicles, some of which 

may be challenging to electrify and therefore could pose an opportunity to pilot HFCEVs. 

 

Washington Gas’ existing fleet has about 130 compressed natural gas (“CNG”) fueled vehicles, 165 dual-fuel vehicles 

running on CNG and gasoline, and about 550 vehicles that run on gas or diesel. With this fuel mix, the GHG 

emissions from Washington Gas’ entire fleet is approximately 7,700 MT CO2e / year. 
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Timeframe / Milestones:  
Starting in 2022, Washington Gas will start replacing existing fleet and 

purchasing new fleet (as required) with natural gas-based vehicles, 

Washington Gas also plans to introduce hydrogen fueled vehicles when 

it becomes commercially feasible. By 2032, Washington Gas may be 

able to eliminate approximately 5,000 MT of emissions with ~75% of 

the Washington Gas fleet consisting of RNG or Hydrogen. 

 

Benefits:  
Washington Gas estimates that if it is able to transition its full fleet to 

RNG or Hydrogen will reduce GHG emissions by approximately 7,700 

MT CO2e Scope 1 emissions. This project will also help Washington 

Gas to later expand the program to provide similar services to local 

fleet operators with medium and heavy-duty vehicles that may be 

difficult to electrify. 

Projected Indicative Costs:  
Washington Gas will require additional investment to install associated 

infrastructure required for incremental natural gas vehicles. The capital 

expenditure required is estimated at $500,000 to $1 million per year for 

infrastructure upgrades as existing infrastructure reach capacity. 

Key uncertainties and risks:  
Washington Gas believes there are minimal program risks associated 

with this initiative. CNG Vehicles are highly reliable and safe to operate, 

and Washington Gas’ internal and contractor crews are well trained. In 

the short run, supply chain issues, fleet constraints and inflation can 

potentially slow down the acquisition of vehicles, but the program can 

be ramped up once market conditions are conducive. Manufacturers 

may cease production of vehicles that can be uplift to run on CNG. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost Allocation:  
Washington Gas anticipates that these 

techniques would have region-wide 

applicability, and most likely managed as 

such, and therefore subject to some cost 

sharing. Washington Gas preliminary plans 

that the District region will have 18% cost 

allocation based on throughput. 

 

Emissions Reduction Potential:  
Full replacement has potential to eliminate 

7,700 MT CO2e / year  
 

Goals / Metrics:  
WG proposes to base the success of this 

initiative on the following factors:  Washington 

Gas proposes to base the success of this 

initiative on the following factors:   

• Number of vehicles replaced each 

year 

• Total emissions reduction 

•      

Proposed Regulatory Treatment: 
 Washington Gas proposes that the 

incremental costs that are not captured as part 

of Washington Gas’ current rate case be 

treated as recoverable under future CART 

recovery mechanism. Washington Gas 

proposes that the incremental costs that are 

not captured as part of Washington Gas’ 

current rate case be treated as recoverable 

under future CART recovery mechanism. 

Dependencies:  
There are no dependencies to other Climate 

Plan initiative 
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Initiative 13: Customer Fleet Decarbonization  

Plan Area:  

Transportation  

 

Description:  
 

Washington Gas is planning to conduct market research to assess the type of 

services or programs that best meet Washington Gas’ HDV fleet owner 

customers. The market research will be completed in 2022. Using the results 

along with insights gained from conducting interviews with large fleet owners, 

Washington Gas will propose, design, and implement programs and services 

that best meet Washington Gas’ HDV fleet owner customers, and seek 

support from the commission (if needed). 

Climate Plan Alignment: 
Although the CBP does not discuss transportation sector decarbonization at length, it does recognize some of the 

actions outlined in the CBP to decarbonize natural gas distribution will help reduce emissions in other sectors, such 

as reducing emissions produced by transportation. Given that the transport sector accounts for 24% of GHG 

emissions in the District (2019), opportunity exists for Washington Gas to assist in reducing GHG emissions within 

the transport sector by supporting and facilitating the use of lower carbon fuel by vehicles.  

    

Background (Context):  
The District of Columbia enacted the CleanEnergy DC Omnibus Amendment Act of 2018 which requires all public 

transportation and privately owned fleet vehicles to become emissions-free by 2045. Washington Gas recognizes that 

medium and heavy-duty vehicles are difficult to electrify.  

 

Fleet owners that have large medium and heavy-duty fleets in Washington Gas’ service territory are currently 

evaluating less carbon intensive fuels when compared to gasoline and diesel such as vehicles being fueled with 

compressed natural gas (“CNG”), electricity and hydrogen.  

 

A critical next step in the commercialization of zero emission fleets is education on medium duty truck technology and 

clean fuel availability. In this regard, to date the industry has predominately focused on electric vehicle development 

for light duty vehicles (EV’s) and heavy-duty vehicles focused on transit buses and Class 8 drayage trucks. While 

these vehicles have progressed through stages of prototype development and demonstration to small scale, 

precommercial deployment, to full commercialization, the medium-duty vehicle market has hurdles to overcome to 

affect the transition.  

 

Note that states are beginning to incentivize the use of RNG. In October 2019, the California Air Resources Board 

amended the state’s Heavy-Duty Vehicle Incentive Program, which subsidizes the replacement of older, higher-

polluting vehicles with cleaner alternatives. One restriction for NG vehicles is that they must be fueled with California-

produced RNG. Oregon’s Clean Fuels Program seeks to reduce the CI of transportation fuels in Oregon.   
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Timeframe / Milestones:  

The research for this initiative will be executed in 2022 and will be utilized 

to develop a more comprehensive plan.  

 

Benefits:  
Switching vehicles to RNG will improve air quality and reduce GHG 

emissions. 

 

Projected Indicative Costs: 
The initiative costs will be based on the results of the market research. 

Washington Gas anticipates there to be minimal costs associated with 

executing the market research study and will identify any additional 

initiative costs.  
 

Key uncertainties and risks:  
As initiatives are identified through the market research program, 

Washington Gas will assess the risks associated with each individual 

initiative.  

 

 
 
 
  

Cost Allocation:  
The initiative allocation will be based on the 

results of the market research program and 

the specific initiatives enacted.  

 

Emissions Reduction Potential: 
Significant GHG reductions can be achieved if 

the findings of the market research study are 

expanded to commercially feasible programs. 

 

Goals / Metrics:  
Washington Gas proposes to base the 

success of this initiative on the following 

factors:   

• Ability to inform the initiatives and 
services to be offered to support 
customer fleet decarbonization. 
Additional goals and metrics will be 
based on the initiatives developed. 

     

Dependencies:  
The following are key dependencies to ensure 

that this initiative can be executed 

successfully: 

• Washington Gas 

•  Fleet Decarbonization 
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